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BEFORE THE
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, DC

In the Matter of the Application of
Michael David Schwartz
For Review of Disciplinary Action Taken by
FINRA
File No. 3-17752

BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF APPLICATION FOR REVIEW

I.

INTRODUCTION

Applicant Michael David Schwartz ("Schwartz") files this brief in support of his
application for review of the suspension imposed in a December 1, 2016 decision of
FINRA Office of Hearing Officers ("OHO") (Bates #873), including the costs
assessed, as well as certain other orders entered contemporaneously relating to the
conduct of a FINRA Regulatory Operations ("RegOps") employee and a certain third
party (Bates #865 and #869) (collectively, the ''Decision"). In the Decision, the
Hearing Officer found that Schwartz had not met his burden in proving that a
settlement agreement he had entered into with Barclays Capital, Inc. (''Barclays")
(CX-18, Bates #851) eliminated his obligation to pay the award in full, and thus was
not an effective defense to suspension under FINRA Rule 9554.
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Schwartz strongly disagrees with the Decision. Schwartz acknowledges that an
arbitration award was entered against him by FINRA. (CX-2, Bates #687) Schwartz
and Barclays, the prevailing firm, entered into a fully-executed settlement
agreement. (CX-18, Bates #851) FINRA's Rule 9554 provides no such requirement
that a settlement agreement eliminate the need to pay an arbitration award in full.
The acceptable FINRA Rule 9554 defense to suspension Schwartz relies upon
specifically and only requires that he "entered into a fully-executed, written
settlement agreement with the claimant(s), and your obligations thereunder are

current', emphasis added. (CX-5, Bates #705) This requirement was, and continues
to be, satisfied, and no argument has yet been put forward by any party that
Schwartz was not, or is not, in fact current on his obligations under the settlement
agreement.
More troubling, through these and related proceedings, FINRA has violated the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934 ("Exchange Act") under its requirement for
fairness. FINRA has unclean hands in these matters, and when also viewed in the
totality of the circumstances, it would be inequitable to not overturn the Decision.
II.

BACKGROUND

Schwartz was a general securities representative with Barclays beginning on or
about October 28, 2010. In December of 2010, Schwartz witnessed activities at
Barclays that he believed to be fraudulent. Doing what he believed was right,
Schwartz immediately escalated his concerns to his managers, to legal, and then to
increasingly higher levels of management over the course of 2010 and 2011. Facing
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stiff retaliation for his ~ctivities, Schwartz engaged an attorney in
late March or early April of 2012 to seek protection under the
provisions of Sarbanes·Oxley and/or Dodd-Frank. (See Exhibit 1) On May 22, 2012
Schwartz's employment was terminated from Barclays for supposedly failing to
meet performance expectations. On June 22, 2012 Schwartz sent a message
directly to (then) Barclays CEO Bob Diamond (''Diamond"), copying other Barclays
senior leadership. (See Exhibit 2) Not receiving any response, Schwartz forwarded
matters onto the Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC") and Her Majesty's
Treasury in the UK. (See Exhibit 3) On July 2, 2012 an in·house attorney for
Barclays responded to Schwartz at the dh-ection of Diamond. (See Exhibit 4). As
widely reported in the press, on July 2, 2012 Barclays Chairman of the Board
Marcus Agius ("Agius") and Barclays Board Director Michael Rake (''Rake") met
with the expanded Barclays Board to discuss a conversation that happened between
Agius and Bank of England Governor Mervyn King. On July 3, 2012 Diamond
resigned, and on July 4, 2012 Diamond gave testimony before a Treasury Select
Committee in the U.K.'s House of Commons.
While the July 2, 2012 letter from Barclays's in·house counsel supposedly sought
information related to the issues posed to Diamond on June 22, 2012 by Schwartz,
Schwartz would later learn it was merely a deceitful ruse in a "race to the
courthouse" to diminish his credibility as a

and the veracity of his

claims. It was on June 28, 2012 that Barclays executed a Submission Agreement
for FINRA, (See Exhibit 5) and on the same July 2, 2012 which Barclays in·house
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counsel reached out to Schwartz per Diamond, and Agius and Rake met with the
expanded Barclays Board, that Barclays filed its Statement of Claim with FINRA
via its outside counsel, Patrick Gerard King ("King''). (See Exhibit 6). In July of
2012, and with updates in 2016, these and related matters were

respectively. These and related matters were referred and are
currently under review by both the U.K.'s Financial Conduct Authority ("FCA") and
its Financial Services Authority (''FSA"). Additionally, these and related matters
have been taken under review by the New York Attorney General's office and the
Federal Reserve Bank of New York.
On September 19, 2013 FINRA issued its arbitration ruling in favor of Barclays.
(CX-2, Bates #687) On April 21, 2016 FINRA served on Schwartz a suspension
notice for failure to pay the award. (CX-5, Bates #705) Schwartz timely exorcised
the conveyed right to request a hearing, initially asserting as a defense an inability
to pay the award. (CX-6, Bates #711) On May 18, 2016 Schwartz entered into the
fully-executed Confidential Settlement Agreement and Release ("Settlement
Agreement") with Barclays. (CX-18, Bates #851) In order to streamline and
simplify matters for all parties involved, Schwartz then updated his hearing request
as his inability to pay defense was no longer necessary after having entered into the
Settlement Agreement with Barclays. (CX-7, Bates #713)
In the Decision dated December 1, 2016 the Hearing Officer found that the
Settlement Agreement did not meet the requirements of FINRA's Rule 9554 as an
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acceptable defense to suspension. (Bates #873) On December 23, 2016 Schwartz
timely filed with the SEC a motion for stay and application for review. (Bates #881)
III.

ARGUMENT

Schwartz has endured more hardship for having done the right thing than any
financial industry employee should ever have to go through. This is not just about
what is right and wrong, as protecting

has become a matter of public

policy and is of intense public interest. Schwartz also leans on the principles of
fairness, equity, and common sense. There is well-established precedent on the
requirement of fairness in administrative processes and proceedings of SelfRegulatory Organizations ("SRO"), as required under the Exchange Act, and which
is rooted in equity:
"Courts have consistently noted that 'fairness' concepts - whether in the context of
constitutional, statutory or common law claims or defenses - are rooted in equity
and require consideration of the facts and circumstances of each case." Morgan
SUinley, 2002 NASD Discip. LEXIS 11, at *22.

Prior to, the SEC stated in Jeffrey Ainley Hayden:
''However, the NYSE does have a statutory obligation to ensure the fairness and
integrity of its disciplinary proceedings." Jeffrey Ainley Hayden, Exchange Act Rel.
No. 42772, 2000 SEC Lexis 946 (May 11, 2000).

It is unfortunate that when presented with a fairness argument, FINRA

suggests in footnote 4 on page 5 of its brief in opposition to the request for stay that
Schwartz received the "fair procedure" and that FINRA maintained the "procedural
safeguards" that the Exchange Act requires. (Bates #901) The Exchange Act doesn't
simply infer that a mechanical procedure be in place in order to meet its fairness
requirement ...the Exchange Act demands that the entire process must be fair.
8

Arbitration proceedings, and all processes, communications, procedures and
employee conduct leading up to any disciplinary proceeding are derivative of the
Exchange Act's fairness requirement. The unfortunate fact is that FINRA
continues to fall on the wrong side of the law, and public policy, in protecting its
member firms over

who are trying to do the right thing and whose

protection is required under the

provisions of both Sarbanes·Oxley

(Sarbanes·Oxley Act of 2002 (SOX)) and Dodd·Frank (Section 21F of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934, added by the Dodd·Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer
Protection Act). Not only has

retaliation and blacklisting been

evident in ongoing matters relative to Schwartz, but also in numerous other
matters. FINRA's role in this provides reason for concern. It is an important
consideration that this very process, this application for review, is happening under
provisions of the Exchange Act ... the very same act that now requires protection
from retaliation for engaging in ~ctivities.
FINRA is at this time already having to answer tough questions relative to
in the ongoing fake

certain Wells Fargo employees who were

accounts scandal. It has also been widely reported in the press that over 600
registered employees of Wells Fargo Advisors were terminated for practices that led
to bogus accounts, of which FINRA only had 207 accurate Form U5's on file for.
Certainly, 200+ terminations from a single member firm for similar improper sales
practices is a pattern worth investigating. Had FINRA done so, it could have
identified the other 400+ in a timely manner, perhaps even bringing an end to the
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entire bogus account scandal before more innocent customers were harmed. In
looking out first for its member firms, however, FINRA consciously chose to look the
other way. Johny Burris, the former JPMorgan Chase advisor who the Department
of Labor recently awarded back pay wages after it found JPMorgan had violated the
retaliation provisions of Sarbanes·Oxley, is another stunning
example. Mr. Burris was the

who brought forward improper

JPMorgan sales tactics, ultimately leading to JPMorgan entering into a settlement
with the SEC and Commodity Futures Trading Commission ("CTFC"), paying $307
Million for improperly steering clients to its in·house investment funds. Curiously,
FINRA instead brought disciplinary action against Mr. Burris. <see Exhibit 7) In
the case of former Morgan Stanley advisor Mark Mensack who blew the whistle on
unethical sales practices at Morgan Stanley, specifically an illegal "pay·to·play"
scheme involving retirement plan (ERISA) assets administered by Morgan Stanley,
FINRA awarded Morgan Stanley $1.2 Million and drove Mr. Mensack into
bankruptcy. To add insult to injury, eight hours of FINRA arbitration testimony
were found to have been "destroyed, never recorded, or were otherwise missing and
unavailable". (See Exhibit 8) Mensack is an Army veteran, whose final assignment
in the military was teaching Ethics at the U.S. Military Academy at West Point.

FINRA's improper actions to protect its member firms have not only been
against registered employees. The data is difficult to pull together, but most
accounts suggest that in arbitration cases which are disputes between a member
firm and a registered rep ("intra-industry''), FINRA finds in favor of the member
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firm approximately 90% of the time. This is a staggering statistic that brings into
serious doubt the independence, and fairness, of FINRA's arbitration forum. These
dubious awards often then translate into enforcement actions/proceedings with
FINRA's Office of Hearing Officers ("OHO") and/or its Regulatory Operations
(''RegOps"). What many fail to understand is how FINRA is able to get away with
such extreme bias and not run afoul of the Exchange Act's fairness requirement:

Securities Exchange Act of1934, Section 15A(b)(S))
b.

An association of brokers and dealers shall not be registered as a national
securities association unless the Commission determines that(8) The rules of the association are in accordance with the provisions of
subsection (h) of this section, and, in general, provide a fair procedure for the
disciplining of members and persons associated with members, the denial of
membership to any person seeking membership therein, the barring of any
person from becoming associated with a member thereof, and the prohibition
or limitation by the association of any person with respect to access to
services offered by the association or a member thereof (emphasis added).

Because of FINRA's vague quasi ·governmental status, it enjoys certain status
when it suits it, and avoids it when it doesn't. (See Exhibit 9) How FINRA manages
its arbitrator pool is of particular cause for concern. A great case that highlights
this came back in 2011 when a panel of three arbitrators found in favor of a
customer, in a securities arbitration against Merrill Lynch, for $520,000.
Subsequent to issuing the award against Merrill Lynch, the three arbitrators were
issued ''black spot letters" and culled from the pool of available arbitrators going
forward. Nothing about what the three arbitrators did was ever questioned, except
by the attorney for Merrill Lynch who lost. In a story for Bloomberg written by
William D. Cohan (See Exhibit 10), Mr. Cohan shed some light on how FINRA
affects its bias:
11

''He contacted me to share his story because he was so outraged that Wall Street has
the ability to exact revenge on arbitrators in a quasi-judicial system where it already
holds most of the cards anyway.
'It's unbelievable that they would take such an experienced panel and get rid of it,'
Pinckney said. 'To me, this undermines the credibility of the entire Finra process -- I
didn't say kangaroo court -- but when you have three well-credentialed people, doing
their job, and there were no meritorious grounds for an appeal, and we get handed
the 'black spot' -- and not all at once -- it makes for a pretty cheap novel."'

Against this backdrop, we can better appreciate the facts and circumstances
surrounding Schwartz. FINRA argued that the settlement agreement in question
only related to a certain citation proceeding, and had no bearing on the arbitration
award in question (or anything else). As a witness for FINRA, King testified in a
signed affidavit that it was not Barclays intent that the Settlement Agreement be
more broad than for just the citation proceeding. (Attempt to ignore the fact that
Barclays is supposedly not allowed to be a party to such a proceeding.) Later, while
under cross-examination at the hearing, King refused to speak to his client's intent,
suggesting for him to do so would be improper. Can a proceeding be considered fair
if one party's witness can violate privilege when it suits it, but then hide behind it

when it doesn't? Poor behavior aside,· a plain reading of the settlement agreement
dispatches FINRA's, and King's, arguments entirely.
Four Corners:
In the fmal paragraph on page 4 of the Decision (Bates #873), it is acknowledged
that the Settlement Agreement provides that it will be construed in accordance with
the law of the State of Illinois. As such, the Settlement Agreement is considered a
contract and is interpreted as such. Illinois uses a "four corners" rule in the
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interpretation of contracts, holding that "if the language of a contract appears to
admit of only one interpretation, the case is indeed over." AM lnternat'l, 44 F.3d at
574.

Contracts "must be construed to give effect to the intention of the parties

which, when there is no ambiguity in the terms of the contract, must be determined
from the language of the contract alone." Flora Bank & Trust v. Czyzewski, 222
Ill.App.3d 382, 164 Ill.Dec. 804, 809, 583 N.E.2d 720, 725 (1991).

The Illinois

Supreme Court once stated of this rule: ''The terms of an agreement, if not
ambiguous, should be generally enforced as they appear, and those terms will
control the rights of the parties. Moreover, any ambiguity in the terms of a contract
must be resolved against the drafter of the disputed provision." Dowd & Dowd,

Ltd. v. Gleason, 181 Ill.2d 460, 230 Ill.Dec. 229, 239, 693 N.E.2d 358, 368 (1998)
(internal citations omitted).
Under the "four corners" rule in Illinois, the threshold inquiry is whether the
contract is ambiguous. Ford v. DovenmuehleMortgagelnc., 273 Ill.App.3d 240,
209 Ill.Dec. 573, 577, 651 N.E.2d 751, 755 (1995); Hi1lenbrand v. Meyer Medical

Group, S.C., 288 Ill.App.3d 871, 224 ill.Dec. 540, 542, 682 N.E.2d 101, 103 (1997).
Schwartz did not allege ambiguity as a first line of argument.

Schwartz urged

ambiguity in the alternative. In Illinois, "an instrument is ambiguous only if the
language used is reasonably or fairly susceptible to having more than one meaning,
but it is not ambiguous if a court can discover its meaning simply through
knowledge of those facts which give it meaning as gleaned from the general
language of the contract. A contract is not rendered ambiguous simply because the
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parties do not agree on the meaning of its terms." Flora Bank & Trust, 164 Ill.Dec.
at 809, 583 N.E.2d at 725 (internal citations omitted).

When a contractual

provision is "subject to more than one reasonable interpretation, it is ambiguous
and must be construed against the drafter. " Elson v. State Farm Fire & Casualty

Co., 295 Ill.App.3d 1, 229 Ill.Dec. 334, 338, 691N.E.2d807, 811 (1998).
On page 5 of the Settlement Agreement (CX-18, Bates #851) is found 15. Entire
Agreement:
"This Agreement sets forth the entire agreement between Judgment Debtor and
Barclays with respect to the subject matter set forth herein, and fully supersedes
any and all prior agreements or understandings between Judgment Debtor and
Barclays pertaining to such subject matter."

On page 5 of the Settlement Agreement (CX-18, Bates #851) is found 14. NonReliance:
"Judgment Debtor and Barclays represent and acknowledge that, in executing this
Agreement, they have not relied upon any representation or statement not set forth
herein, and the parties each represents that they have had adequate opportunity to
have the provisions and such agreement reviewed and approved by legal counsel."

In the final paragraph of page 1 of the Settlement Agreement (CX-18, Bates
#851), it reads:
"WHEREAS, as set forth in the Agreement, Judgment-Debtor and Barclays wish to
resolve, terminate and settle all disputes, claims and actions arising from the
Citations without further litigation or other expense and pursuant to the terms and
conditions contained herein below", emphasis added.

In debunking the argument that this contract should be interpreted as only
relating to the Citations, the reader can easily identify that the settlement
agreement addressed other ongoing lawsuits involving Barclays and Schwartz that
had nothing to do with the Citations. On page 2 of the settlement agreement (CX14

18, Bates #851) is found 4. Waiver of Right to Appeal. Therein, Barclays and
Schwartz resolved ongoing disputes and claims arising from an interpleader lawsuit
brought by the Trustee from Schwartz's bankruptcy proceeding where both
Schwartz and Barclays were co-defendants. This case was entirely separate from
the Citations:
"As a material condition of settlement, Judgment-Debtor agrees to waive, release
and forever discharge any right to appeal or reconsideration of the order entered on
April 1, 2016, by the court in the related interpleader lawsuit entitled "Steven R.
Radtke, Trustee of the Estate of Michael D. Schwartz and Aseneta Schwartz v.
Michael D. Schwartz, et al." and identified as Case No. 15-CH-05556 on the docket of
said court, and further forever discharge any right to appeal or reconsideration of
any order in the Citation Proceeding entered on or before the date of this
Agreement'', emphasis added.

This alone highlights that the Settlement Agreement is more broad than only
relating to the Citations. Not only is the interpleader entitled differently, but it has
an entirely different Case No., Schwartz and Barclays were of a different posture in
each case (co-defendants vs. adversaries), and 4. specifically identifies the
interpleader case from the Citation Proceeding with and There is more.
At the top of page 4, continuing under 7. Non-waiver:
"... or the money judgment against Judgment Debtor becomes vacated."

There would have to be other lawsuits, legal findings, law enforcement and/or
regulatory action(s) that would allow this provision to be triggered under 7. While
particular cases or proceedings are not specified, the provision is provided for. In
acknowledging this, it is important to recognize that Barclays is aware of
Schwartz's ~ctivities, that certain regulatory and law enforcement
investigations are in fact underway, and the likelihood of action is sufficient enough
15

that Barclays would agree to the inclusion of such a provision. It also reinforces the
Settlement Agreement as being more broad than for just the Citations.
At the top of page 5 is found 11. Enforceability of Agreement:
"...The Parties further agree to waive any right to oppose the provisions of this Agreement
being enforced upon them."

Schwartz has every right under the Settlement Agreement to enforce the
provisions thereunder to utilize the Settlement Agreement as an acceptable defense
to suspension, per Rule 9554. Importantly, Barclays has not argued, or even
suggested, that the Settlement Agreement is anything other than what Schwartz
ha~

argued.

The Settlement Agreement is executed by Matthew Fitzwater, Managing
Director and Head of Litigation, Investigations and Enforcement for the Americas
at Barclays Capital, Inc. Not King. As King is not a party to the Agreement, nor an
employee of Barclays, he is unable to speak to the intent of Barclays in entering into
the agreement. As outside legal counsel to Barclays, it is entirely inappropriate for
King to speak to his client's intent. Yet that is exactly what King did. Not of course
when requested to do so under cross-examination and thus avoiding a line of
questioning that could have brought clarity as to the intent of the parties, but in a
signed affidavit on behalf of FINRA when attempting to seek a dismissal of the
proceeding (Bates #133). (See Exhibit 11, at 10) Importantly, King refused to testify
as to Barclays intent under cross-examination only after he had already violated
privilege. Hiding behind a privilege you have already violated is quite persuasive,
perhaps even more so than when Justice Louis Brandeis once admonished someone
16

pleading the

5th

that "silence is often evidence of the most persuasive character".

But King didn't plead the

5th

to avoid self-incrimination, per-se, he just chose to

hide behind a privilege he had already violated. In circumstances like these, courts
take the important step of preventing the inclusion of someone's testimony about a
matter concerning which they refuse to testify. As one court reasoned, ''by his
initial obstruction of discovery and his subsequent assertion of the privilege,
defendant has forfeited the right to offer evidence disputing the plaintiffs evidence
or supporting his own denials." SEC v. Benson, 657 F. Supp. 1122, 1129 (S.D.N.Y.
1987).
The testimony of Schwartz, and the attempt to question King under crossexamination, was not to establish that the Settlement Agreement was vague, but to
highlight the true intent of the parties. As King was allowed to step aside of all
questioning that could have shed light on the true intent of the parties, we have to
rely on the language of the agreement, within its four corners, to establish the
intent of the parties and the true meaning of the whereas clause. Because the
language of the Settlement Agreement is clear, and because of 14. and 15. on page
5, no collateral information or questionable testimony from a shifty third-party
witness should be relied upon in determining the intent of the parties. The true
intent of the parties is easily found within the four corners of the Settlement
Agreement (CX-18, Bates #851).
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Periury:
In King being allowed to step aside of all questioning that could have shed light
on the true intent of the parties, it is surprising that King would feel the need to
also perjure himself. King's testimony was under oath (Bates #123), and it is clear
that despite that, and as an attorney knowing the ramifications of being found to
have committed perjury, King was going to testify in any manner that would be
detrimental to Schwartz. In the cross-examination of King, Schwartz questioned
King's assertion that it was in fact Barclays intent for the Settlement Agreement
(CX-18, Bates #851) to apply only as to the Citations. That would not seem to be in
Barclays interest, as Schwartz would likely then become suspended, and thus
unable to earn as much to pay towards amounts outstanding under the arbitration
award. It wouldn't pass the "smell test". Schwartz followed by asking King
whether he had ever suggested before a bankruptcy court that it was not in
Barclays interest that Schwartz be suspended. King emphatically testified "No!"
more than once.
On December 4, 2014 Schwartz and King appeared before the Honorable Pamela
S. Hollis in the United States Bankruptcy Court for the Northern District of Illinois,
Eastern Division. (See Exhibit 12) The discussion here is in the context of whether
Schwartz had met the first two prongs, to make a threshold showing on a four·part
inquiry, that he met the requirements for a stay pending appeal. Judge Hollis had
already agreed that Schwartz met the first prong on likelihood of success on appeal,
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but was having trouble getting to irreparable harm. Starting at page 43 of the
transcript, at line 21, Judge Hollis states:
''Then I wouldn't have to give the stay. And I know you may not like that because
they can move forward on the judgment. But my - - I'm sorry but they're right on
the law about just proceeding to collect a judgment is not irreparable harm. So your
point is your license pull with me, that's what's irreparable harm. If Finra says
we're not going to do anything until this appeal is finally decided, you're probably
not going to get your stay. But you're going to get to go up and have it decided."

(The SEC should take note that when receiving future applications for review that
include a motion for stay, the Bankruptcy Courts consider the loss of licensing to be
irreparable harm in the context of granting a motion for stay pending appeal.) On
page 44, and a few lines after Judge Hollis completes her statement, King begins at
line 13:
"Judge, we will contact Finra and say we do not want 'this gentleman's license
suspended That's not in our best interest. We want to stay the status quo on this.
That's the last thing we want' emphasis added .

. Section 802(a) of Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX), 18 U.S.C. § 1519, states:
''Whoever knowingly alters, destroys, mutilates, conceals, covers up, falsifies,
or makes a false entry in any record, document, or tangible object with the
intent to impede, obstruct, or influence the investigation or proper
administration of any matter within the jurisdiction of any department or
agency of the United States or any case filed under title 11, or in relation to or
contemplation of any such matter or case, shall be fined under this title,
imprisoned not more than 20 years, or both."

Contra Proferentem:
Schwartz did his best in arguing that the plain language of the Settlement
Agreement (CX-18, Bates #851) could only mean that it was more comprehensive
than applying only to the Citations (an argument under the concept of four corners).
19

As a fallback to that argument, Schwartz highlighted that under the concept of
"contra proferentem'', the Settlement Agreement (CX-18, Bates #851) must be
interpreted against the drafter ... which in this case was Barclays. King testified
that every portion of the Settlement Agreement was heavily negotiated, but it is an
inescapable fact that as smart and capable as Schwartz may be, he is not an
attorney and is of uneven bargaining ability.
In the Decision (Bates #873), FINRA erred when relying upon the Stipulation
and Agreed Order (CX-19, Bates #859) that brought an end to the Citation
Proceeding, as that was related to only certain limited portions of the Settlement
Agreement (CX-18, Bates #851) that addressed the Citation Proceeding. As a
starting point, it certainly should be made clear that the Stipulation and Agreed
Order (CX-19, Bates #859) is entirely separate from, and outside the four corners of,
the Settlement Agreement. Another consideration that should have also been taken
into account that highlighted the intent of the parties, outside of the four corners of
the Settlement Agreement, is the timirig of the execution of the Settlement
Agreement and the receipt of the Notice of Suspension. (CX-5, Bates #705) On April
21, 2016 FINRA issued the Notice of Suspension. On May 18, 2016 Schwartz and
Barclays entered into the Settlement Agreement following weeks of negotiation over
the language in the document. Upon receiving FINRA's Notice of Suspension, there
would have been no point in Schwartz entering into the Settlement Agreement if it
was not going to be more encompassing than for just the Citations. Upon entering
into the Settlement Agreement, Schwartz updated FINRA. On June, 1 2016
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Schwartz and FINRA filed an Agreed Motion For Continuance (Bates #81) so that
FINRA could have additional time to review the Settlement Agreement.
Bad Faith:
In the 1913 Webster's Dictionary, bad faith was equated with being double
hearted, "of two hearts", or "a sustained form of deception which consists in
entertaining or pretending to entertain one set of feelings, and acting as if
influenced by another." The concept is similar to perfidy, or being "without faith'',
in which deception is achieved when one side in a conflict promises to act in good
faith (e.g. by raising a flag of surrender) with the intention of breaking that promise
once the enemy has exposed himself. A finding of bad faith on the part of FINRA,
argued as an equitable defense under the concept of "unclean hands", demands that
FINRA cannot prevail in these matters.
Throughout ongoing matters between Barclays and Schwartz, Schwartz met all
of his obligations as required by FINRA in order to maintain his securities licenses
(Series 7 and 66) in good standing. Barclays acknowledges this when suggesting
before Judge Hollis on December 4, 2014 (See Exhibit 12, page 42, beginning at line
18):
"... Finra's known about this for three months. They've known the case has been
dismissed for three months. He's served them with copies of everything he's given to
this court. Finra is well aware of what's going on."

Further, since the time of the award being issued in favor of Barclays, Schwartz
has maintained ongoing communications with FINRA's David Carey ("Carey").
Carey is a Director at FINRA, responsible for supervising FINRA's Rule 9554
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expedited suspension process. On March 10, 2016 Carey sent electronic written
correspondence (See Exhibit 13, pages 2-3) to Schwartz stating:
"Thank you for your emails concerning your failure to pay the award issued against
you in this case.

In addition to highlighting that Schwartz kept FINRA apprised as to all matters,
Carey provided Schwartz the following guidance as to how FINRA would handle
matters going forward (See Exhibit 13, top of page 3):
"Accordingly, FINRA will re-institute suspension proceedings against you for award
non-payment upon request ofthe prevailingparty. To date, FINRA has not received
such a request' emphasis added.

Under cross-examination, Carey testified as remembering having sent this
correspondence. Additionally, Carey testified that he had not received any request
from the prevailing party to re-institute suspension proceedings. When questioned
further by Hearing Officer Simson, following Schwartz's cross-examination, Carey
testified that there were no other documents in FINRA's possession that would
suggest the prevailing party had requested FINRA to re·institute suspension
proceedings. This is logical, as it would not be in Barclays interest for Schwartz to
be suspended, and considering the optics of further

retaliation

against Schwartz, is hard to believe that Barclays would pursue such a blatant and
aggressive move against Schwartz.
Further, Schwartz also took FINRA's guidance to heart (See Exhibit 13, page 3,
2nd

paragraph) where Carey advised:
"In the meantime, we would strongly encourage you to seek a resolution of this
matter with the prevailing party."
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What doesn't make sense, however, is why FINRA then went against its written
guidance to pursue the suspension of Schwartz. Nothing has been provided to
suggest that Barclays requested the pursuit of Schwartz's suspension, or that
Barclays intended for the Settlement Agreement to apply only in consideration as to
the Citations. Instead, we have third-party King speaking in Barclays name,
possibly in pursuit of his own agenda against Schwartz. In FINRA's RegOps, King
seemingly had a willing partner. Without further investigation, we will never know
how RegOps made the leap to pursuit of Schwartz's suspension, but when doing so
it certainly threw caution to the wind. It was clear that RegOps, along with King,
wanted Schwartz suspended. When faced with the likelihood of Schwartz
maintaining his ability to stay in the industry, RegOps filed, untimely, its motion to
dismiss (Bates #133). Therein, RegOps relied upon the signed affidavit of King (See
Exhibit 11). On page 2 of the affidavit, at 10., King testifies:
"At no time did Barclays Capital, Inc. contemplate or .intend that the Settlement
Agreement to be a settlement of the Judgment or the Award" emphasis added.

This is a critical point to consider. King is not testifying as to his intent or state
of mind, but the supposed intent and state of mind of his client who he is the
employ of as outside counsel. In speaking to his client's intent and state of mind,
King violates privilege. In requesting and utilizing such a statement, RegOps
participates in this violation of privilege against a FINRA member firm. Had
Barclays somehow wanted this to happen, and King was released from privilege by
Barclays to make such a statement, King would be stepping into Barclays shoes. In
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doing so, King would have been precluded from being involved whatsoever in the
proceedings. Everything about this stinks.
Totality of the Circumstances:
While a FINRA arbitration result is not reviewable by the SEC, all of the
circumstances relating to, leading up to, or in any way impacting a particular
decision under its review is subject to consideration under a totality of the
circumstances inquiry. In its 2013 ruling in Florida v. Harris, the Supreme Court
affirmed that ''lower court judges must reject rigid rules, bright·line tests, and
mechanistic inquiries in favor of a more flexible, al-things-considered approach."
Florida v. Harris, 133 S. Ct. 1050, 1055-56 (2013). Considering that any unfavorable

finding here by the SEC will be appealable for Schwartz to Federal Court, the SEC
would in this instance be the "lower court" being given reference to. Schwartz does
not seek to overturn the result of the arbitration award in this proceeding, and
there are facts and circumstances surrounding the arbitration proceeding which are
important for the SEC to consider under a totality of the circumstances inquiry.
Retaliation: In the Background section at the beginning of this
brief is discussed Schwartz's~ctivities, the

retaliation

he faced, his questionable termination, and the shady manner in which Barclays
distracted Schwartz into thinking it actually sought to understand the nature of the
fraud he had brought forward to Diamond while rushing to FINRA to file its
statement of claim instead. It is without question that Barclays used FINRA as a
club with which to beat the credibility out of Schwartz and the veracity of his
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claims. FINRA has seemingly been a willing partner in the retaliation against
Schwartz for his ~ctivities, and thus FINRA's suspension of
Schwartz can only be viewed as blacklisting which is a prohibited action under
Sarbanes-Oxley.
Jury Tampering: While preparing for the arbitration, Schwartz received notice
from King that he was withdrawing from the case as was leaving Neal, Gerber &
Eisenberg LLP ("NGE"). Shortly thereafter, King was back on the case at illmer &
Berne. In an odd turn of events, an arbitrator from the panel shortly thereafter
dropped out. That arbitrator was Alan Wolpert partner in charge of Ulmer's
Chicago office and King's new boss. When the arbitration began, it became
apparent that the last minute arbitrator addition knew Chris Williams who was
Schwartz's boss while at Barclays. These matters were referred by Schwartz to
Christopher Cook from FINRA's Office of the Ombudsman, who then referred onto
"the correct placet'. Schwartz also then forwarded to FINRA's Office of Fraud
Detection and Market Intelligence (OFDMI) where other matters had been
previously referred with the help of Mr. Cook. (See Exhibit 14)
Libel: Following the 7th Circuit affirming the bankruptcy court's dismissal of
Schwartz's case (on technical procedures, no bad faith or abuse was ever found, and
Judge Hollis went out of her way to state as much), one of King's partners at Ulmer
& Berne (Nathan Lamb) wrote a character assassination piece against Schwartz

and his wife on Alan Wolper's (King's boss at Ulmer & Berne) blog,
bdlawcorner.com, published on August 28, 2015 (See Exhibit 15). Entitled "Trying
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to Avoid Repaying a Forgivable Loan? No hiding in bankruptcy!", the article made
numerous false and misleading statements about Schwartz, including "...Mr.
Schwartz and his wife tried to spend their way into bankruptcy following an
adverse arbitration award. The ruling sends a clear signal that manufacturing a
bankruptcy to walk away from a forgivable loan won't work." First of all, this is
entirely unfactual and misleading, as there was nothing whatsoever in the
bankruptcy proceedings about Schwartz spending his way into bankruptcy, not the
least of which happening between the time of the arbitration award and the filing
for Chapter 7 less than a month later. Not only would it be impossible to spend
down an estate in that amount of time, but the proceeding would be summarily
dismissed for abuse. The court never found, or even suggested, that Schwartz had
any inappropriate expenses or expenditures, other than his income level was too
high to enjoy the benefits of Chapter 7. In fact, the transcripts (e.g. See Exhibit 12)
tell an entirely different story than was fabricated by King's colleague. That ''Mr.
Schwartz and his wife tried to spend their way into bankruptcy" following the
adverse arbitration award, or that he was "manufacturing a bankruptcy'' are
patently untrue statements, are incredibly damaging to Mr. Schwartz's reputation,
and are libelous.
Collusion & Perjury: When taking into account the collusive actions of King and
RegOps, followed by King's outright perjury, and against the historical backdrop
provided herein, it would be impossible to allow the Decision to stand.
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IV.

CONCLUSION

The true intent of the parties is easily found within the four corners of the
Settlement Agreement. The SEC must see FINRA's, and King's, arguments and
actions for what they are and not allow them to benefit from their inappropriate
behavior. FINRA has unclean hands in these matters, and when also viewed in the
totality of the circumstances, it would be inequitable to not overturn the Decision.
Further, Schwartz requests any other and further relief as deemed appropriate by
the SEC.

Respectfully,

Michael Schwartz, Pro Se

February 16, 2017
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I, Michael Schwartz, Pro Se, certify that on the 16th day of February, 2017, I

caused copies of the foregoing BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF APPLICATION FOR
REVIEW, In the Matter of the Application of Michael David Schwartz,
. Administrative Proceeding File No. 3-17752, to be similarly served on the following
parties via USPS:
Office of the Secretary
Securities and Exchange Commission
100 F Street, NE
Mail Stop 1090 - Room #10915
Washington, DC 20549
Alan Lawhead, Director - Appellate Group
FINRA
Office of the General Counsel
1735 K Street, NW
Washington, DC 20006

Respectfully,
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BEFORE THE

WASHINGTON, DC

In the Matter of the Application of
Michael David Schwartz
For Review of Disciplinary Action Taken by

FINRA
File No. 3·17752

EXHIBITS 1 - 15

Greiman 1 Rome & Griesmeyer, LLC
24115 W. 103rd Street, Suite B

Naperville, IL 60564
(630) 369-9901
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Total retainer received:
Billing Summary

Previous balance
Payments·& adjustments
Cuttent fees & expenses

$0.00
0.00
18A82.50

Total now due

$18,482.50

Retainer balance

$10~000.00

$10;1000.00

Michael D. Schwartz
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Follow Up Flag:

Flag Status:

Michael D. Schwartz ~mail.com]
Friday, June 22, 2012~
'bob.diamond@barclays.com'; 'robert.diamond@barclays.com'
nac@twogables.com; carol.~com; 'brian.wa-e
barcap.com';
ahoo.com';
'john.vitalo@barclays.com'; ~gmail.com';
'geoffrey.valentlno@barclays.com; marcus.agius@ ar ays.com'
Confidential
Follow up
Completed

Mr. Diamond,
My employment with Barclays Wealth was terminated on 5/22/12 and I have since been actively engaged with my
attomey(s) In preparing a Statement of Claim against Barclays. Against the recommendations of my attorney(s), and
despite the actions that have been taken against me during my tenure with Barclays, I have decided to put my case on
hold to pursue this alternative course. I believe that Barclays Is better than what I have experienced. I saw an Incredible
opportunity for someone like myself when Barclays began to recruit me from JPMorgan, and I still see that opportunity.
I have developed tremendous relationships at Barclays globally in the course of serving the interests of the firm, my
clients, and prospects. I believe that many of the actions against me were taken by Individuals, while working In their
specific capacity(s) with Barclays, who conducted themselves In ways inconsistent with your vision for Barclays, my
vision for Barclays, shareholder(s) vision for Barclays, and likely the vision of the majority of its employees. Certain
actions taken against me are Inconsistent with, and in violation of, the laws of the US and UK and run afoul of the SEC,
FSA, and certain other regulators based in the US and UK.
The majority of people In our Industry conduct themselves in a moral, legal, and ethical manner seeking to do the right
thing for their clients. At the same time they are also attempting to help their respective firms grow profitability,
expand their client base, and contribute to something bigger than themselves. While not "God's work", we do really
important work In helping to connect those who provide capital with those that need It. We provide advice to those
that are seeking It, Ideas to those open to them, and ultimately we provide value. Lately, we have become the picture of
all that ls bad with the world. Certainly the actions of a few have earned this reputation, but this is not who we are.
Unfortunately, the actions of a few at Barclays have not put me In a very difficult situation where I have to add to the
negative perception of our industry In order to protect myself, my wife, and my two young daughters. I did not seek this
fight nor do I want it. I did not want to leave the firm, and in fact still have a strong affinity for It despite what I have
been put through. In the right circumstance, I would even work for It again (though not within its wealth division).
I am asking you to simply do the right thing. I will share In full detail the actions that have been taken against me, those
Involved, and detailed documentation supporting all of my claims and assertions. I am asking that the Office of the
Chairman negotiate with me, directly, in good faith and without bias. Seek out those with which I have had extensive
dealings, find out how I have conducted myself, find out how I have developed major new client relationships and
business opportunities globally. The following, while certainly not all-Inclusive, are names of certain senior Individuals
within the organization who can add color to the discussion.
Carol Linn, MD - Distressed & Special Situations
Brian Wade, MD - Private capital Markets
John Vitalo, CEO- MENA
Nell Cummins, MD-Senior Relationship Management
A «one Barclaysn requires people who truly believe In that vision and have a demonstrated ability to drive business
across divisions without regards for their particular team, division, or coveted silo. It Is this approach that will enable the
l

firm to achieve and exceed your 13% marker and further distinguish itself for what is rl~ht in our industry. I look forward
to discussing these matters, and others, with you shortly.
By way of clarification, this message does not constitute an admission by myself nor op~rate as a waiver of any of my
rights.
Regards,
Michael Schwartz

--
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Michael D. Schwartz
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Enquiries, CEU - HMT [CEU.Enquiries@hmtreasury.gsi.gov.uk]
Monday, July 02, 2012 4:56 AM
'Michael Schwartz!
[UNCLASSIFIED] RE: Important & Confidential

Dear Mr Schwartz
Thank you for your e-mail dated 28 June.
I am writing to confirm receipt and to inform you that your enquiry is receiving attention. We aim to reply to all correspondence
within 15 working days of receipt
Regards
Correspondence and InformationRights Team
Her Majesty's Treasury

From: Michael Schwartz

mall.com]

Sent: 28 June 2012 23:13
To: Enquiries, CEU - HMT; chairmanoff.ice@sec.gov
Subject: Important & Confidential
To Whom it May Concern:
Despite my best efforts to resolve a very difficult and troublesome series of events from during my employment with
Barclays in a way that would enable a favorable outcome for all involved, I am left with few other options. While most
of my claims are required to be addressed via the FINRA arbitration process, others are more an issue of legality, both in
the US and UK.
Please let me know how best to proceed. Please see below correspondence for background.
Regards,
Michael
Sent from Swartsy's IPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Michael Schwartz <
>
Date: June 28, 201210:10:33 AM CDT
To: "bob.dlamond@barclays.com" c:;bob.dlamond@barclays.com>
Cc: "<robert.diamond@barclavs.com>" <robert.dlamond@barclays.com>,
"<marcus.aglus@barclays.com>" <marcus.aglus@barclays.com>
Subject: Re: Confidential
Bob,

1

Having not heard back from you In the last week Is deeply troubling and leaves me with few options that
allow for positive outcomes for all involved. I realize your time has been required In dealing with the
UBOR situation, but I can assure you that what Barclays has done as it relates to me is just as troubling
and will not be looked upon favorably from the outside.
I look forward to discussing with you this week.
Regards,

-

Michael

Sent from Swartsy's iPhone
On Jun 22, 2012, at 2:14 PM, "Michael 0. Schwartz" <

>wrote:

Mr. Diamond,
My employment with Barclays Wealth was terminated on 5/22/12 and I have since been
actively engaged with my attorney(s) In preparing a Statement of Claim against
Barclays. Against the recommendations of my attorney(s), and despite the actions that
have been taken against me during my tenure with Barclays, I have decided to put my
case on hold to pursue this alternative course. I believe that Barclays is better than
what I have experienced. I saw an Incredible opportunity for someone like myself when
Barclays began to recruit me from JPMorgan, and I still see that opportunity. I have
developed tremendous relationships at Barclays globally In the course of serving the
interests of the firm, my cllents, and prospects. I believe that many of the actions
against me were taken by individuals, while working in their specific capacity(s) with
Barclays, who conducted themselves in ways Inconsistent with your vision for Barclays,
my vision for Barclays, shareholder(s) vision for Barclays, and likely the vision of the
majority of its employees. Certain actions taken against me are inconsistent with, and In
violation of, the laws of the US and UK and run afoul of the SEC, FSA, and certain other
regulators based in the US and UK.
The majority of people in our industry conduct themselves In a moral, legal, and ethical
manner seeking to do the right thing for their clients. At the same time they are also
attempting to help their respective firms grow profitability, expand their client base, and
contribute to something bigger than themselves. While not uGod's work", we do really
important work In helping to connect those who provide capitaI with those that need It.
We provide advice to those that are seeking it, Ideas to those open to them, and
ultimately we provide value. Lately, we have become the picture of all that Is bad with
the world. Certainly the actions of a few have earned this reputation, but this is not
who we are. Unfortunately, the actions of a few at Barclays have now put me in a very
difficult situation where I have to add to the negative perception of our Industry in order
to protect myself, my wife, and my two young daughters. I did not seek this fight nor do
I want it I did not want to leave the firm, and in fact still have a strong affinity for it
despite what I have been put through. In the right circumstance, I would even work for
It again (though not within fts wealth division).
I am asking you to simply do the right thing. I will share in full detail the actions that
have been taken against me, those involved, and detailed documentation supporting all
of my claims and assertions. 1am asking that the Office of the Chairman negotiate with
2

me, directly, in good faith and without bias. Seek out those with which I have had
extensive dealings, find out how I have conducted myself, find out how I have
developed major new client relationships and business opportunities globally. The
following, while certainly not all-Inclusive, are names of certain senior Individuals within
the organization who can add color to the discussion.
Carol Linn, MD - Distressed & Special Situations
Brian Wade, MD- Private Capital Markets
John Vitalo, CEO-MENA
Neil Cummins, MD-Senior Relationship Management
A "One Barclays" requires people who truly belleve In that vision and have a
demonstrated ablllty to drive business across divisions without regards for their
particular team, division, or coveted silo. It Is this approach that will enable the firm to
achieve and exceed your 13% marker and further distinguish itself for what is right in
our industry. I look forward to discussing these matters, and others, with you shortly.
By way of clarification, this message does not constitute an admission by myself nor
operate as a waiver of any of my rights.
Regards,
Michael Schwartz

This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus
service supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number
2009/09/0052.) In case of problems, please call your organisation's IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
•uwuauuu•U••••ututua1t1uautua .. u•UA ut

s1uuua auau:

This email and any files transmitted with it are Intended solely for the use of the lndMdual(s) to whom they are addressed. If you are not the Intended
recipient and have received this emall In error, please notify the sender and delete the eman.

This footnote also confirms that our emaR communications may be monitored to ensure the secure and effective opef'lltion of our systems and for other
lawful purposes, and that this emaU has been swept for malware and viruses.

The original of this email was scanned for viruses by the Government Secure Intranet virus scanning service
supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number
2009/09/0052.) On leaving the GSi this email was certified virus free.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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'9BARCIAYS

Legal
745 Seventh Avenue
New York, NY 10019
Tel (212) 527-7000

July 2, 2012
barclays.com

VIA EMAIL AND_FEDEX
Michael Schwartz

Re:

Your em_all of June 22, 2012

Dear Mr. Schwartz:
I am Internal employment counsel to Barclays Capital Inc. ("Barclays"). I write concerning the email you
sent on June 22, 2012 addressed to Bob Diamond. In your email, you suggested that you may have an
attorney representing you - If that is the case, please share this letter with your attorney.
In your email, you alluded to certain unspecified wrongdoing concerning your employment at Barclays, and
suggested that Barclays should "negotiate" with you so as to avoid the release of Information that would
purportedly "add to the negative perception of our industry." While the tone of your email was vaguely
threatening, I am responding in a good faith attempt to understand the specifics of whatever concerns and
Information you may have.
In your email, you stated, "I wlll share in full detail the actions that have been taken against me, those
involved, and detailed documentation supporting all of my claims and assertions." Accordingly, I am writing
to offer you an opportunity to share with us any facts or information that you wish to share.
Please contact me, or have your attorney contact me, if you wish to share any Information with us. I can be
reached at (212) 526-0318. I look forward to hearing from you.
Yours sincerely,

dJ~
Eric Hoffman

Clalmant{s)
Barclius Capital Inc.
In the Matter of the Arbftratton Between

Name(s) of Claimant(s)

Barclays

Capital Inc

and

Na me(sl of Rese_ondent(s)
Michael Schwart/£

l. The undersigned parties ("pa~les") hereby su bmlt the present matter In contloYersy, as set forth In the attached statement of
claim, answers, and all related aoss claims, counterclaims and/or third-party dalms which tnrj be asserted, to arbltJatlon In
accordance with the FINRA By·l.aws, J!ules, and Code of Arbitration Procedure.
2. lhe partJes hereby state that they or their representatlve(s) hive read the procedures and rules of FINRA relating to arbitration,
and the partls agree to be bound by these procedures and rules.

3. lhe parties agree that In the event a hearing ts necessal)'. such hearing shall be held ;rt a tfme and place as may be de.slgnated
by the Director of Arbitration or the arbltrator(s). Tlu! partJes further agree and understand that the a1bltratlon will be
conducted In aca:irdance with tire FINRA Code of Arbitration Procedure.
4.

The parties agree to abide by ~nd perform any awatd(s) rendeted pursuant to this Submission Agrmrient The parties turther
agree that a Jllclgrnent and any Interest due thereon. ~y be entered upon such award(s) and, for these purposes. the parties
heteby voluntarl!Y consent to submitto thejuriSdlctlon of any court ofcompetent furisdlctlon whkh may properly enter such
judgment.

s.

The parties hereto have signed and acknowledged the foregoing Submission Agreement

June 28, 2012
Date

Director, Legal

Claimant Name (please print)
. Claimant's Signature
State capacity tf other than lndMdual (e.g., executor, trustee or corporate officer)

If needed, copythls page.
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Date

NEAL • GERBER·• EISENBERG

Patrick G. King
Attorney at Law

Tel 312.269.8044
Fax 31'2.150.6449
pJslng@hgelaw.com

Juiy 2, 201.2

VIA FED.ER.AL EXPRESS

Ada Perez
F.rnRA Dispute Resolution
One Liberty Plaza
165 Broadway
New York, NY 10006
Re:

Barclays Capital Inc. v. Michael Schwlll'lt

Dear Ms. Perez:
I represent Barclays Capital Inc. ("BCT') in the above-referenced matter. Enclosed is an
original and four copies of BCl's Statement of Claim against Respondent Michael Schwartz.
Also enclosed are the original and one copy of BCJ>s executed Uniform.S:u'bmission Agreement,
and a check in the amount of $3,825.00 for the r 'site fees.in this matter. FrnRA can serve
Mr. Schwartz at his last known address at.
, Chicago, I L . Pursuant to F1NRA Rules 13 806 and 13213, BCI respectfully requests the hearing be
held before a panel of three arbitrators in Chicago, Illinois, the location of the branch office in
which Mr. Schwartz was employed.

· Please direct all future coriespondence in tllls matter to my attention: Should you have
any questions, pl~ do not hesitate to contact me. Thank you for your attention~ this matter.

PGK/sph

Enclosures

NGEDOCS: 021396.0606:1993983.l

Neel, Gerber & Eisenberg UP• Two North LaSalle Street• Chicago, Illinois 60602-3801 • 312.269.8000 • Y!WW.ngelaw.com
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FINRA, the financial industry's self-regulator often accused of favoritism toward its large
member firms, has filed a case against a

on behalf of JPMorgan Chase over a

mere $624 client loss.

RIA Johnny Burris has been embroiled in a four-year dispute with the bank, his former
employer, which he says pressured him to push his clients into the bank's own or favored
investment products. JPMorgan, and now FINRA, accuse Burris of causing the loss and
neglecting to make his superiors aware of the problem.

The regulator filed the action against Burris, a former broker with JPMorgan in Sun City West,
Arizona, lost week.

Burris said he's spent more than $100,000 defending himself in arbitration and
cases so far. He estimates FINRA's case could cost him another $60,000.

FINRA filed its complaint against Burris with its Office of Hearing Officers. FINRA calls t hese
o fficers "impartial adjudicators of disciplinary cases" who nonetheless work for FINRA. In other
words, FINRA will be hearing its case against Burris, who may hove to pay for the proceedings.
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"Are you serious?" securities lawyer and frequent FINRA critic Bill Singer asks. "Do we want to
encourage

or do we want to collect $600? This gives ... the appearance that

FINRA is retaliating against this guy so they can squash

N

JPMorgan referred questions about the case to Ff NRA.

"The complaint speaks for itself," FINRA spokeswoman Michelle Ong wrote in an email. "These
are very serious violations.... FINRA does not file a formal complaint unless it has strong
reason to believe there are violations at its core. FINRA has proceeded with this case as we
would any other similar matter." Ong did not elaborate when asked to explain why FINRA
regards the alleged violations in the case as "very serious."

Read more: The full text of FINRA's response

In 2012, Burris accused the bank of pushing favored products -

either JPMorgan's own

investments or outside ones such as hedge funds that paid the bank high fees. He considered
those investments too expensive or too risky for his elderly clients. Five months after he refused
to comply and challenged the firm's investment policy in writing, the bank laid him off.
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Three years later, last December, JPMorgan admitted that it failed to disclose to client s that it
pushed its own products and paid a combined $307 million in fines in t wo linked cases to the
SEC and the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission.

Read more: Inside Story: Whistleblower Raised Concerns Before $307M JPMorgan Regulatory
Settlement

Although JPMorgan caused "significant harm to clients" in t he case, according to the SEC's
head of enforcement, Andrew Ceresney, none of the fines were used to reimburse investor
losses.
http://www.financial-planning.com/news/finra-and-jp-morgan-go-after-whisUeblower-for-mere-624-loss
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To date, nnot a single person at JPMorgan has been publicly reprimanded in any capacity for
those breachesn by a regulator, Burris says. The SEC action neither named nor sanctioned
individuals.

Burris has a related pending case with the U.S. Occupational Safety and Health
Administration. The SEC declined to comment when asked about the status of his
case with the commission. OSHA did not respond to a request for comment.

Wells exec sued by investor over accounts scandal
Warren to Wells Fargo CEO: 'Resign'
Wells Fargo bogus-account scandal said to draw U.S. probe

'YOU ARE IN BIG TROUBLE'

Now an independent RIA, Burris runs Burris Wealth Management in Surprise, Arizona, and
serves mainly elderly clients. Two years after he initiated his OSHA

case, Burris

says he got a got a call from Margery Shanoff, a FINRA enforcement attorney, in the spring of
last year.

Burris said she told him that FINRA had completed a thorough investigation into his activities
at JPMorgan.

"You are in big trouble," he recalls Shanoff telling him.

Burris said he asked how that could be, given that no one had called to get his side of the
story. Shanoff did not respond to a request for her description of the conversation.

He says Shanoff offered him a deal: Settle, and the whole situation would go away.

He says FINRA wanted him to agree to the facts of the case against him by signing a Letter of
Acceptance, Waiver and Consent, which he refused to do.

http://www.linancial-planning.com/news/linra-and·Jp-morgan-go-after.whistleblower-for-mere-624-loss
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He suspects that FINRA planned to use the document during potential OSHA negotiations to
show his culpability in the case.

"I'm fighting this," Burris says, "if for nothing else then just for the plain and simple fact that I'm
not going to agree to something that is inaccurate."

'I MADE A MISTAKE'

The case Shanoff filed last week accuses Burris of neglecting to execute a trade for a client,
which resulted in a tax liability. It also says he resolved the matter on his own without seeking
appropriate approvals before doing so.

Burris acknowledges that he forgot to execute the trade in a married couple's account that
resulted in his their having insufficient funds to cover a tax bill. "I made a mistake," he soys.

He also concedes that he took care of the problem without informing supervisors, but says
manager approval was not required because there was no customer complaint to elevate the
issue. The couple signed an affidavit, reviewed by Financial Planning, saying they never
intended to file a complaint about Burris and that the bank should not have done so in their
names.

Ff NRA cited the following letter Burris wrote to his clients in the case as evidence against him:

"I wont to apologize for the error that has caused your tax payment to be rejected," Burris
wrote to the couple in April, 2012. "This has since been remedied with the enclosed cashier's
check. .. . You can be assured, if there are any tax penalties, and/or interest, please bring them
to my attention. I will have those remedied."

Many financial advisers continue to work in good standing for large corporate firms ofter
causing clients losses in the tens or hundreds of thousands of dollars, or more.

Singer said even if the charges in the case were found to have merit, the consequence they
would normally draw would not rise above a so-called private letter of caution,
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Instead, the bank terminated Burris for "failure to follow firm policies," the case says.

STRING OF ACTIONS

Last week's case is the latest in a string of actions JPMorgan has taken since Burris protested
its policy of pushing more expensive and risky products to clients, he says.

He says the following two events, on successive days, support his claim that JPMorgan went
looking for a pretext to get rid of him:

0

On Nov. 2, 2012, JPMorgan decided it would fire Burris, according to Gabrielle Frawley
(nee Lehu), a JPMorgan human resources representative. Her comments were included in
documents reviewed by Financial Planning from a 2014 arbitration case that Burris filed
against the bank for alleged defamation in which Burris did not prevail.

• The next day, Nov. 3, the bank discovered the documents "that broke the camel's back"
and led to the decision to fire him, according to testimony of Umbreen Kazmi, a JPMorgan
supervisory manager in the arbitration case.

Neither Kazmi nor Frawley returned calls seeking comment.

At the time of his termination on Nov. 6, Burris' FINRA BrokerCheck record contained no client
complaints. Weeks after The New York Times first wrote about his case on March 3, 2013, the
bank filed the first complaint against him on BrokerCheck. By May 14, it had filed two more.

Burris obtained signed affidavits from the clients associated with these complaints in which
each said they never intended to file a complaint against him. Several of those clients
interviewed by Financial Planning last year reiterated the views they expressed in their
affidavits.

"I think it was unethical because she didn't explain it to me," retiree Carolyn Scott told

Financial Planning about the JPMorgan employee who filed a complaint in her name against
Burris. "I had no problem with Johnny."
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Loya Gavin, Burris' manager, who he says took over his $100 million book of business after his
dismissal, wrote the complaints ofter contacting Burris's clients.·

When asked in the arbitration if any JPMorgan employees ever write complaints on behalf of
clients, Kazmi said, "Absolutely not." However, bank spokeswoman Patricia Wexler told

Financial Planning last year that Gavin had done so "as a courtesy."

Miele When old school prospecting strategies meet new school
Today's high tech, advice-centered business requires advisors embrace and teach a new
approach
PARTNER INSIGHTS
SPONSOR CONTENT FROM:

RAYMOND JAMFS1>
Adviser strategies
February 1

No longer with JPMorgan, Gavin now runs a consulting firm, Money Wisdom & Faith, in which
she counsels people about "biblical financial stewardship." Sh e did not return a call seeking
comment.

"Part of the horrific problem we have as evidenced by the Wells Fargo mess is that we really
need to encourage a lot of the men and women in this industry to call up FINRA when they see
the nascent stages of this conduct," Singer says. "I would suggest that the good folks at FINRA
really need to take a deep breath and step back and look at the full picture."

Read more:

FINRA may create fund for unpaid arbitration awards
Deleted: FINRA erases many broker disciplinary records
Fixing FINRA's expungement process
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Posted By J. Burris
Tuesday, October 25 2016 at 12:55 AM
Let me be clear about the FINRA allegations. First, there was no money given by myself to any clien t to
allegedly "settle" a complaint, period. That's a fact. The client also confirms there was no complaint mode
to me via multiple signed affidavits and statements. This some client also notified FINRA of the same about
December of 2015.
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Former Morgan Stanley Broker Blows
Whistle, Again
Mark Mensack was excited to go to work at
~ (MS) in August 2008. A bit over
a year later, he would be walking out the door not
so excited ... he
quit. What
happened?

ticensed
financial
experts

Mensack
initially went to
his superiors at
MS te11ing them
that he had reservations about the additional
compensation the finn was receiving from
certain 401k vendors. Among his concerns were
that companies who were coming to MS for
investment advice were being directed to 401k
products that paid to be in MS's Alliance Partner
program. Mensack took his concerns about the
practice to his supervisor and then to the general
counsel .... MS held the company line and
responded to Mensack's concerns stating
"Reasonable minds could differ." Mensack then
lawsuit in
left the firm and filed a
New .Jersey Superior Court claiming that he was
retaliated against for speaking out on
compensation practices (pay to play) that he felt
was wrong, illegal. MS responded to the claim by
saying the case did not belong in NJ State court
stating that Mensack's issues should go to
binding arbitration through Financial Industly
Regulatory Authority, Inc. (FINRA), despite the
fact that his employment contract explicitly
precluded arbitration for statutory employment
issues (whistleblowing being one of those). The
New Jersey court agreed v.ith MS and dismissed
Mensack's case.
hltp:llwww.forbes.com/sites/walterpavlo/2013/02/28/former-morgan-stanley-broker·blows-whistJe-again/printJ
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By the time the case landed at FINRA, MS
wanted $800,000 from a note (recruiting bonus)
it had paid to Mensack upon accepting
employment, along with attorney fees
($400,000) for taking the arbitration case to
FINRA. MS claimed Mensack had not lived up to
his commitment at the firm. Mensack's position
was that the role he was promised at the firm did
not match reality and, as a result of speaking up
about his disagreements with the firm's
practices, he was retaliated against thus
necessitating him to leave. He wanted $5 million
for the trouble. Upon conclusion of the
arbitration, Mensack felt confident, but the
decision was not what he had hoped, he lost and
was ordered to pay $1.2 million to MS.

That's why we're here
for you 24/7

Mensack was upset with the loss because he and
h is attorney felt that they had proven that they
had clearly won the case on the grounds that he
was brought to .i\IS ,.,.;th false promises, had
proven that MS witnesses had provided false
testimony and that MS had fabricated key pieces
of evidence against him during the proceedings.
He then planned his appeal, knowing that the
odds of overtw·ning the decision were low. One
of the first things he needed from FINRA was an
audio recording, standard procedure, of the 21
hours of proceedings from the arbitration so he
could review his options with an attorney. He
eventually received the recordings from FINRA,
except 8 hours of it was missing .... 8 hours,
Mcnsack claims, which had to do with the \'Cry
topics he thought he had proven during the
arbitration.
Mensack's case has been in the news before, but
mostly through the musings ofbloggers who
write on the industry. Finance is a strange world
and FINRA's oversight of the industry has been
called into question before. Some believe that
FJNRA, whose revenue comes from investment
firms and individuals involved in finance on Yiall.
filr.e.ltl, are influenced by the dominant
investment institutions. One can rightfully
assume that large banks, like MS and others,
make up the majority of the revenues for the
private corporation. It is akin to an automotive
regulatory firm made up of automakers, with the
Big 3 making up the majority of the dues paid.
So how do you think a panel who is getting paid
by the majority rules? Many have wondered this
before.
http://www.forbes.comlsltes/walterpavlo/2013/02/28/former-morgan-stanley-broker-blows-whlstle·agaln/prtnV
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Perhaps no one is more outspoken about FINRA
than Bloomherg's Wtlliam Cohan. Cohan
routinely writes on FINRA's decisions, including
Mensack's. Our own Forbes writer Seth Lipner
wrote an excellent piece in 2009 to shed some
light on who exactly makes up FINRA's
arbitrator panels that decides these cases. Whlle
some think that FINRA is unfairly rigged against
investors and individual brokers, particularly
those who lose in arbitration, the big firms seem
to have a good batting average of winning. In
one case in North Carolina last year, a former
Wells Fargo broker had, like Mensack, received a
sign on bonus that the bank wanted back after
his resignation. FINRA agreed with Wells Fargo,
surprise, and ruled the broker must pay the note
amount plus legal fees of Wells Fargo. However,
the broker took his case to U.S. District Court, an
unusual move since arbitration is supposed to be
binding, stating that he was railroaded. An
attorney representing Wells Fargo told the judge
about the numerous cases she had represented
on behalf of banks at FINRA arbitration:
"

~rve never lost one and I've never not gotten
attorney's fees. I always win these cases:

Judge Max Cogburn was taken aback by the
comment and replied, "Now there's a level
playing field." In the end, Judge Cogburn told
the broker that he agreed with FINRA's decision
to have the broker repay the note but he waived
the requirement to have to pay attorney's fees. A
partial victory, however, the decision and the
case makes one wonder how someone gets a fair
shake.
While FINRA has cases where it has helped
investors, self regulators certainly have been
criticized for how they have handled
who claimed wrongdoing at their
own firms. Take the case of Leyla Basagoitia,
who was sued by her employer in 2003 for a
bonus she received upon taking employment
with the firm only to be fired two years later. The
case was heard by FINRA predecessor, NASD.
Basagoitia countered that she was retaliated
against for not promoting products that she
believed were illegal (sounds familiar). In fact,
she went so far as to call her employer a Ponzi
scheme. NASD ruled against Basagoitia and
ordered her to pay the bonus back. Her firm?
Stanford Financial, whose CEO Allen :stanford
http://WWW.forbes.com/sltes/welterpavlo/2013/02/28/former-morgan-stanley-b.roker-blows-whlstle-agaln/prlnt/
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was arrested in 2009 for running, well, a Ponzi
scheme. Stanford was convicted and is currently
serving 110 years prison term.
Thirty days after learning of his arbitration loss,
FINRA threatened to suspend Mensack's license
if he did not pay the $1.2 million, file a motion to
vacate or file for bankruptcy within three weeks.
Although Mensack felt a motion to vacate was
warranted, without a complete copy of the record
(missing recordings) he could not get an attorney
to take his case. So not having $1.2 million
handy to pay MS, he filed for bankruptcy in
September 2011 in a move to protect his
professional licenses. A New Jersey bankruptcy
court, now in control of Mensack's estate, had to
first approve his attorney's application to
represent him in the new federal
case. In May 2012, MS objected to that
application arguing that the court should block
Mensack from moving forward with the latest
lawsuit, a tactic which worked for a few months.
It was not until October 2012 that the bankruptcy
court over-ruled MS's objection so that Mensack
could proceed with the new litigation against MS,
FINRA and other individuals. In a strange twist,
should Mensack win some award from this
lawsuit, it would go to pay the $1.2 million that
FINRA awarded to MS during arbitration. Oh,
how we love our justice system.
For Mensack, the Anny veteran, whose final
assignment in the military was teaching Ethics at
the U.S. Military Academy in West Point, NY, he
is banking on having his case heard, and fully
recorded, this time around. MS on the other
hand is feeling pretty confident. In a quote to the
Chicago Tribune, an MS representative said of
Mensack's case that it was, "baseless" and further
said in a statement that Mensack "had a full
opportunity to present (the claims), represented
by counsel, in an extensive hearing."
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Refor1ning FINRA
David R . Burton

Abstract
FINRA is a regulator ofcentral importance to the functioning ofUS.
capital markets. It is neither a true self-regulat01y organization nor a
government agency. It is largely unaccountable to the i11dust1y or to the
public. Due process, transparency, and regulatory-review protections
normally associated with regulators are not present, and ils arbitra-

tion process is.flawed. Reforms are necessary. FINRA itself, lhe SEC,
and Congress should reform FINRA to improve its rule-making and
arbitrationprocess. This Heritage Foundation Backgrounder outlines
alternative approaches that Congress and the regulators can lake to
improve FINRA, and provides specific recommended reforms.
An Introduction to FINRA
The Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA) is the
primary regulator of broker-dealers.' It regulates 3,895 brokerdealers and 641,761 registered representatives. 2 The Securities
Exchange Act requires that a broker-dealer be a member of a registered "national securities organization,"3 and FINRA is the only
extant registered "national securities association."~ Thus, brokerdealers must be members of FIN HA in order to do business, and if
F'INRA revokes their membership, they may not do business.
In 2015, FINRA levied $94 million in fines against broker-dealers, took 1,512 disciplinary actions against broker-dealers, and
ordered S97 million in restitution to harmed investors. 5 FINRA
conducts the arbitration of almost all disputes between a customer
and a broker-dealer as well as the arbitration of intra-industry disputes." Investors are generally barred from pursuing relief in state
This paper, in its enttrety, can be found at http://report.heritage.org/bg3181
The Heritage Foundation
214 M assachusetts Avenue, N E
Washington, DC 20002
(202) 546-4400 I heritage.erg
Nothing written here is to be construed as necessarily reflecting the views of Th~ Heritage
Foundation or as an attempt to aid or hinder the passage of any bill before Congress.

KEY POINTS
• FINRA isa regulator of central
importance to the functioning of
U.S. capital markets. It is neither a
true self-regulatory organization
nor a government agency.
•Fl NRA does not provide the due
process, transparency, and regulatory-review protections normally
associated with regulators, and
its arbitration process is flawed.
Reforms are necessary.
• FINRAarbitratorsshouldbe
required to make findings of fact
based on theevidentiary record,
and to demonstrate how those
facts led to the award given. These
written FINRA arbitration decisions should be subject to SEC
review and limited judicialreview.
• FINRA rules have played a key
role in the decline in the number of
small broker-dealers. This has an
adverse impact on entrepreneurial
capital formation.
• Congress and the SEC need to provide greater oversight of Fl NRA.
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or federal courts? As discussed below, if conducted
fairly, arbitration can be a cost-effective means of
resolving disputes.
FINRA maintains an Office of the Ombudsman
to resolve investor, broker-dealer and other complaints about FINRA operations.8 This office handles more than 500 inquiries annually.9
FINRA is a Delaware not-for-profit corporation that is tax exempt under section 50l(c)(6) of
the Internal Revenue Code.10 The Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) is responsible for the
oversight of FINRA. 11 In 2015, FINRA had 3,500
employees. 12 In fiscal year (FY) 2015, the SEC had
4,300 employees.13 FINRA has an annual budget of
$1 billion,14 and has $2 billion in cash and investments on hand.15 The SEC has an annual budget of
$1.6 billion. 16 FINRA contracts to perform regulatory functions for a wide variety of exchanges. The
fees it receives from these contracts account for $126
million of its annual revenues.17
FINRA was formed when the regulatory functions of the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) and
the National Association of Securities Dealers
(NASD) were merged and given to FINRA18 as part of
a series of transactions in which both the NYSE and
NASDAQ19 became public, investor-owned enterprises. 20 These changes were approved by the SEC
on July 26, 2007. 21
FINRA is commonly called a self-regulatory
organization (SRO) by both commentators and the
SEC. 22 By "SRO," commentators typically mean an
organization whereby the industry regulates itself.
Although FINRA's predecessor organizations (the
NASD and the NYSE's regulatory arm) were once
true SROs, 2 ~ FINRA is not. 24 FINRA is governed by
a 23-member board. 25 Under the eighth article of its
articles of incorporation, the number of its "public
governors" (those not chosen by industry) "shall
exceed the number of Industry Governors."26 Industry governors are those elected by the industry. Currently, there are 10 board members who are industry
governors. There are 12 public governors. In addition, FINRA's CEO, Robert Cook, also serves on its
board. Thus, the industry controls only 10 of 23 governors, 43 percent of the board. 27 Because the industry does not control FINRA, it is inappropriate to
regard FINRA as an SRO.
The Potential Virtues of Self-Regulation. Private individuals have the right to conduct their business, within the law, as they see fit. Firms should be

free to hold themselves to higher standards than the
law requires, or to establish standards, procedures,
and practices by mutual agreement that improve
the functioning of a market. True self-regulation
by industry is one way to do that, and has potential
merit. 28 Self-regulation may be thought of as spontaneous private legal ordering. 29
Law professors William Birdthistle and Todd
Henderson argue that ''[i]ndustryprofessionals have
strong incentives to police their own, since many of
the costs of misbehavior are born by all members
of the profession, while the benefits inure only to
the misbehaving few. So long as the few do not control the regulatory process, self-regulation could in
theory work as well or better than external regulation."30 Industry representatives often have greater expertise than government regulators and are
closer to the market. They may be able to more rapidly respond to changing circumstances and their
regulatory response may be more proportional or
scaled.31 When the "self-regulator" becomes intertwined with government, however, self-regulation
presents potential conflicts of interest and is often
a guise for erecting barriers to entry in a market to
protect incumbent firms and to extract economic
rents at the expense of customers or clients. 32

Why Reform Is Necessary
FINRA is an unusual entity. FINRA is a key regulator with a budget nearly two-thirds the size of
the SEC's budget and a staff numbering more than
80 percent that of the SEC, but it is not a government agency. While critical to the functioning of the
finance industry, and having industry representation on its board, it is not controlled by the industry. While it serves a governmental function and has
coercive power, including the ability to completely
bar firms and individuals from the marketplace, 33 it
is not subject to any of the normal transparency, regulatory review, or due-process protections normally
associated with government. It is not, for example,
subject to the notice-and-comment provisions of
the Administrative Procedure Act,34 the Freedom of
Information Act, 35 the Regulatory Flexibility Act, 36
the Sunshine Act, ai the Paperwork Reduction Act, 38
or cost-benefit-analysis requirements. 39 In contrast
to a court, FINRA's arbitration and disciplinary
hearings are not generally open to the public.40 Its
arbitrators are not usually required to provide reasons for their decisions.41 Its rule-making is general2
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ly done in private,42 and its Board of Governors meetings are closed.
Unless FINRA is ultimately held to be a state
actor, constitutional due-process protections, either
for broker-dealers or for investors, do not apply:' 3
In Jackson v. Metropolitan Edison Co., the Supreme
Court held that in determining whether the actions
of a private party constitute state action, "the
inquiry must be whether there is a sufficiently close
nexus between the State and the challenged action
of the regulated entity so that the action of the latter may be fairly treated as that of the State itself.'~ 4
In Blum v. Yaretsky, the Supreme Court held that "a
State normally can be held responsible for a private
decision only when it has exercised coercive power
or has provided such significant encouragement,
either overt or covert, that the choice must in law be
deemed to be that of the State. [TJhe required nexus
may be present if the private entity has exercised
powers that are 'traditionally the exclusive prerogative of the State.""'1 5
In an unpublished46 2015 opinion, the Second Circuit held that FINRA is not a state actor.4 ; In a similarly unpublished 2011 opinion, the Eleventh Circuit
raised, and then side-stepped, the issue by finding
that even if FINRA were a state actor, FINRA had
provided due process in the case being considered.48
Courts determining whether FINRA's predecessor organizations, the NASD and the NYSE, were a
state actor were divided (although a majority found
in most contexts relating to due process that they
were not).49 These cases, however, are of uncertain
relevance given the differences between FINRA and
NASD or NYSE governance structures, the monopoly status that FINRA enjoys, changes in the statutory and reguJatory structure over time, and evolution
in the judicial state action doctrine and the Supreme
Court's separation of powers jurisprudence.
The IRS, however, has found that "FINRA is a
corporation serving as an agency or instrumentality
of the government of the United States" for purposes
of determining whether FINRA fines are deductible
as a business expense.50 A "penalty paid to a government for the violation of any law" is not deductible
under Internal Revenue Code section 162(f).
Furthermore, courts have routinely held that
FINRA and its predecessor organizations are government actors for purposes of immunity from
private lawsuits against them. 51 For example, in
Standhrd Investment Chartered Inc. v. National Asso-

elation of Securities Dealers, s:? the Second Circuit
held that:
There is no question that an SRO and its officers
are entitled to absolute immunity from private
damages suits in connection with the discharge
of their regulatory responsibilities. This immunity extends both to affirmative acts as well as to
an SRO's omissions or failure to act .... It is patent
that the consolidation that transferred NASD's
and NYSE's regulatory powers to the resulting
FINRA is, on its face, an exercise of the SRO's
delegated regulatory functions and thus entitled
to absolute immunity.... The statutory and regulatory framework highlights to us the extent
to which an SRO's bylaws are intimately intertwined with the regulatory powers delegated to
SROs by the SEC and underscore our conviction
that immunity attaches to the proxy solicitation
here. 53 (Emphasis added.)
Thus, when dealing with FINRA, the many protections afforded to the public when dealing with
government are unavailable, and the recourse that
one would normally have when dealing with a private party-both access to the courts and the ability
to decline to do business-is also unavailable. Like
Schrodinger's cat, simultaneously dead and alive,
FINRA is, under current rulings, both a state actor
(for purposes of barring liability and for tax purposes) and, generally, not a state actor (for purposes of
absolving it of due process and other requirements
and for liability purposes).
Professors Birdthistle and Henderson have written that:
SROs have been losing their independence, growing distant from their industry members, and
accruing rulemaking, enforcement, and adjudicative powers that more closely resemble governmental agencies such as the Securities and
Exchange Commission and the Commodity
Futures Trading Commission .... This process by
which these self-regulatory organizations shed
their independence for an increasingly governmental role is highly undesirable from an array
of normative viewpoints. For those who are skeptical of governmental regulation, deputizing private bodies to increase governmental involve'ment is clearly problematic. 54
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Former SEC Commissioner Daniel M. Gallagher
has raised similar concerns:
This decrease in the "self" aspect of FINRA's selfregulatory function has been accompanied by an
exponential increase in its regulatory output. As
FINRA acts more and more like a "deputy" SEC,
concerns about its accountability grow more
pronounced. 55
Law professor Emily Hammond refers to FINRA's
current status as "double deference" and argues that
"the combination of oversight agencies' deference to
SROs and judicial deference to oversight agencies
undermines both the constitutional and regulatory
legitimacy of SROs" and that reforms would ~'better
promote accountability and guard against arbitrariness not only for SROs but also for the modern regulatory state!'56
The U.S. Chamber of Commerce, referring to
FINRA and the proxy adviser firm Institutional
Shareholder Services, wrote:
Despite their tremendous influence over the
workings of the capital markets, these organizations are generally subject to few or none of the
traditional checks and balances that constrain
government agencies. This means they are devoid
of or substantially lack critical elements of governance and operational transparency, substantive and procedural standards for decision making, and meaningful due process mechanisms
that allow market participants to object to their
determinations.57
It is also unclear how well FINRA is discharging
its core mission of preventing fraud, misappropriation of funds, and other misconduct by those it regulates.58 A recent empirical analysis found:

Roughly 7% of advisers have misconduct records.
At some of the largest financial advisory firms
in the United States, more than 15% of advisers
have misconduct records. Prior offenders are five
times as likely to engage in new misconduct as the
average financial adviser. Firms discipline misconduct: approximately half of financial advisers
lose their job after misconduct.... [O]f these advisers, 44% are reemployed in the financial services
industry within a year. 59

Some of the largest firms have committed multibillio11 dollar frauds with few consequences for
the individuals who committed this fraud. 60 There
is bipartisan, bi-ideological concern about FINRA
enforcement.61 It is, of course, possible that the high
level of advisers with misconduct records is due to
aggressive FINRA enforcement, and that the high
level (44 percent) of re-employment in the financial industry of advisers with misconduct records is
because the misconduct involved was minor. Given
the information currently available to the public and
policymakers, it is simply impossible to know.
FINRA's Office of the Chief Economist62 has conducted research on FINRA enforcement. In August
2015, it released a working paper that found that the
"20% of brokers with the highest ex-ante predicted
probability of investor harm are associated with
more than 55% of investor harm events and the total
dollar harm in our sample.""3 Thus, the one-fifth of
brokers that FINRA's algorithm predicts have the
highest likelihood of misconduct do, in fact, account
for over half of the misconduct. Presumably, FINRA's Enforcement Department is taking this predictive algorithm into account when assessing its
enforcement priorities. The study also found that
"[w]ith respect to the impact of releasing additional
non-public CRD information on BrokerCheck, we
find that HAC [harm associated with co-workers]
leads to an economically meaningful increase in
the overall power to predict investor harm."64 HAC
is FINRAjargon that means if a firm employs or has
employed brokers that engage in misconduct, other
brokers at that firm are more likely to engage in
misconduct, presumably because of the culture at
the firm or poor internal controls. Releasing additional CRD information, then, may allow the public to better assess whether their broker, or a broker
whom they are considering, is likely to harm them by
engaging in misconduct. Among other things, unreleased information includes complaints, test scores,
felonies, and bankruptcies, and some of the information is quite old. Release of unadjudicated complaint information where there has been no finding
of fault by the broker-dealer is probably not warranted. FINRA should evaluate whether additional
information should be released.
The bottom line is this. FINRA has a monopoly. It is the only SRO for broker-dealers. Brokerdealers must be a member of FINRA in order to do
business. Quitting FINRA is not an option given
4
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the legal requirement to be a member of an SRO.
FINRA is virtually immune to legal challenges to
its regulatory decisions. Thus, the normal recourse
when dealing with a private party is not available.
FINRA also has a virtual monopoly on arbitration
of disputes between FJNRA members and between
a FINRA member and investors. Both investors and
broker-dealers are generally barred from accessing
the courts. FINRA has coercive authority over its
members and investors. The federal government has
effectively delegated regulatory and dispute-resolution authority to a private organization. When they
are dealing with FINRA, neither broker-dealers
nor investors enjoy the many protections that the
law affords in dealing with government regulators
in any court65 or in the regulation formulation process. Furthermore, it is far from clear that FINRA is
doing an adequate job of policing fraud, misappropriation, and other serious misconduct. FINRA is
not adequately accountable to Congress, to the public, or to those it regulates. Reforms, discussed below,
are necessary.

FINRA's Constitutionality
It is an open question whether FINRA, as currently constituted, is constitutional.66 It is arguably unconstitutional for at least two reasons: (1)
the separation of powers, and (2) the Fifth Amendment due-process clause and the associated private
non-delegation doctrine. No matter how the courts
ultimately rule on the constitutionality of FINRKs
current structure, the due-process, transparency,
accountability, and governance questions raised are
policy questions that Congress should address.
The Supreme Court in Free Enterprise Fund
v. Public Company Accounting Oversight Board67
held the dual "for cause" provisions68 in the section
of Sarbanes-Oxley creating the Public Company
Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB)69 to be unconstitutional on separation-of-powers grounds.
In Free Enterprise, the Supreme Court asked:
•&May the President be restricted in his ability to
remove a principal officer, who is in turn restricted in his ability to remove an inferior officer, even
though that inferior officer determines the policy
and enforces the laws of the United States?"70
The Supreme Court's answer:

We hold that such multilevel protection from
removal is contrary to Article II's vesting of the

executive power in the President. The President
cannot "take Care that the Laws be faithfully
executed" if he cannot oversee the faithfulness of
the officers who execute them. Here the President
cannot remove an officer who enjoys more than
one level of good-cause protection, even if the
President determines that the officer is neglecting his duties or discharging them improperly.71
Because FINRA is tasked with enforcing the
securities laws, 72 and its board and officers are not
removable by the President, and SEC Commissioners arc only removable for cause, it is quite possible
that a court would conclude that FINRA, as currently structured, violates the separation-of-powers clause. The Supreme Court, however, did distinguish the PCAOB from "private self-regulatory
organizations in the securities industry-such as the
New York Stock Exchange."; 3 So the central question becomes whether FINRA is exercising "executive power" within the meaning of the Constitution, or whether it is a truly private self-regulatory
organization.74
Discussing the Supreme Court's private non-delegation doctrine in another context, Heritage Foundation Legal Research Fellow Paul Larkin wrote:
The Fifth Amendment Due Process Clause
ensures that the actors in each department cannot evade the Framers' carefully constructed
regulatory scheme by delegating their federal
lawmaking power to unaccountable private parties, individuals beyond the direct legal and political control of superior federal officials and the
electorate. That is, the due process requirement
that federal government officials act pursuant
to "the law of the land" when the life, liberty, or
property interests of the public are at stake prohibits the officeholders in any of those branches
from delegating lawmaking authority to private
parties who are neither legally nor politically
accountable to the public or to the individuals
whose conduct they may regulate.75
In Todd & Co. v. SEC'6 and R. H. Johnson & Co.
v. Securities & Exchange Commission, 77 two circuits ruled the Maloney Act78 delegation to the
NASD (FINRA's predecessor organization) to be
constitutionally compliant. The Todd court, however, explicitly disclaimed making a ruling on the
5
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1975 amendments to the Securities Act,79 let alone
changes since FINRA was created. 80 As discussed
above, the NASD and the NYSE were controlled by
members of the organizations, while FI NRA is not.
Moreover, at the time of those decisions, the NYSE
and NASDAQ were mutualized. Furthermore, the
decisions predate the SEC's role in approving all
SRO rules. Finally, the courts' state action and separation-of-powers jurisprudence has evolved considerably since the Todd and R.H. Johnson courts
considered the issue.

Three Paths to Reform
There are three basic approaches to reforming FINRA. First, it could be changed back into a
truly private SRO, controlled by the industry, with
the SEC resuming its traditional regulatory role.
This would, in effect, be a return to the regulatory
environment before the NYSE and NASD handed
off their regulatory function to FI NRA. 81 Second,
FINRA could be incorporated into the SEC. FINRA's status as a "national securities organization"
would be terminated, its employees would have the
option of becoming government employees, 82 and
FINRA's regulatory functions would be discharged
by the SEC, presumably by its Division of Trading
and Markets. Those educational functions not conducted by its foundation and perhaps its market
surveillance83 and intra-industry dispute resolution functions could be retained. As discussed below,
ideally, its arbitration function would be spun off.
This approach would provide the transparency, dueprocess protections, and congressional oversight
typically associated with government. Significant
changes to the Securities Exchange Act provisions
governing national securities organizations would
be required. Third, the existing framework could
be substantially reformed. This latter, incremental,
approach is likely to have the best chance of success
in the current policy environment.
In August 2016, Robert Cook became president
and CEO of FINRA, and chairman of the FINRA
Investor Education Foundation.84 Jack Brennan was
named FINRA's chairman.85 Previously, Richard
Ketchum had been both chairman and CEO. In addition, Bob Muh, the CEO of Sutter Securities, Inc.,
was elected in September as a small-firm governor
on a platform of reducing the regulatory burden on
small broker-dealers. 86 With new leadership may
come a new openness to reform.

Incremental Reforms. Incremental-although
major-reforms that would address the most substantial problems with FINRA's current structure
are outlined below. In principle, many of these
reforms could be implemented by FIN RA itself, with
SEC approval. Alternatively, Congress could amend
§ ISA and § 19 of the Securities Exchange Act, such
that a national securities association (that is, an
SRO) must meet the outlined requirements as a condition of registration. Current law already imposes
more than 20 requirements. 87
Transparency. Given FINRA's importance to
U.S. financial markets, and the effective delegation
to it of key regulatory functions by the SEC and Congress, openness and transparency in its regulatory
and adjudicatory functions is entirely appropriate.
FINRA should comply with a set of rules substantially similar to the requirements imposed on government agencies under the Freedom of Information Act. 88
FINRA's Board of Governors meetings should be
open to the public, unless the board votes to meet in
executive session. The criteria for whether they can
close the meeting should be established in advance
and carefully circumscribed. FINRA currently does
not make available in advance rule-makings that
the FINRA board is expected to consider.89 The
complete board agenda should be made available to
the public in advance, and board minutes describing actions taken should be published with alacrity.
Such requirements are analogous to, but less stringent than, the requirements imposed on government agencies by the Sunshine Act.90
Given that under current law FINRA proceedings supplant a civil trial and there is no means of
accessing the courts, FINRA arbitration hearings
should be open to the public and reported. This is
analogous to the public-trial requirement in the
Sixth Amendment and the long-standing presumption that all court proceedings in the United States
are open to the public.91 Just as trials in criminal
and civil courts and hearings in administrative
courts are open to the public, so should disciplinary hearings.
In 1884, Oliver Wendell Holmes, then a justice on
the Massachusetts Supreme Court, held in Cowley v.
Pulsifer92 that members of the public enjoy a right of
access to civil trials. This right, he said, is rooted in
democratic principles:
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It is desirable that the trial of[civil] causes should

take place under the public eyc...not because the
controversies of one citizen with another are
of public concern, but because it is of the highest momen t that those who administer just ice should always act under the sense of public
responsibility, and that every citizen shou Id be
able to satisfy himself with his own eyes as to the
mode in which a public duty is performed.
Although proceedings are not public, adverse
results in many disciplina ry matters a re made public via a database called Broker- Ch eck.93 BrokerCheck, h owever, reports only some of the information available on FINRA's Central Regis tration
Depository. FINRA's Office of the Chief Economist
has found that the u n reported information is relevant to predicting broker misconduct.94 Other than
unauthenticated complaint dat a.9 ' FINRA should
consider whether this information should be made
public. As discussed below, FINRA's rule-making
process should also be made more transparent.
Arbitration and Dispute Resolution. FINRA
handles about 4,000 arbitration cases a nnually. About
70 percent of these involve customer complaints, and
the r ema inder consist of intra-industry cases.90

~
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Arbitration can be a lower cost, fair way of resolving disputes.97 However, for the reasons discussed
below in detail, FTNRA's arbitration system is flawed
and should b e improved.
Alternatively, Congress should consider a d ifferent approach. It could create a sp ecialized cou rt,
analogous to the Tax Court, to hear intra-industry and customer-securities cases. This could be
a specialized Article III court with limited jurisdiction, or a non-Article I II court, such as the U.S.
Tax Court98 or t he U.S. Cour t of Federal Cla ims.99
It shou ld have a small clai ms d ivision li ke the Tax
Court a n d many state cou r ts so that small claims
can be handled in a less-formal and less-expensive manner. The small-claims division should be
open to pro se lit igants, and j udges should take a
more active role in fact fi nding. Such an approach
would have two primary advantages. First, there
would be no doubt about its impar tiality as there is
in th e case of FIN RA. These doubts arise because,
although not controlled by indu stry, F I NRA certai n ly has strong industry influence. Secon d, its
judges would develop expertise in securities-law
cases. Often, neither an Article III court of general
ju risdiction nor current FINR.<\. arbit rators have
expertise in securities cases.
7
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Due Process. Due process may be summarized
as providing to a person who may suffer loss of life,
liberty, or property "notice, an opportunity to be
heard, and a determination by a neutral decisionmaker''100 in an open forum. In the words of the
Supreme Court:
Secrecy is not congenial to truthseeking.... No
better instrument has been devised for arriving at truth than to give a person in jeopardy of
serious loss notice of the case against him and
opportunity to meet it. Nor has a better way
been found for generating the feeling, so important to a popular government, that justice has
been done. 101
Due-process protections would, at a minimum,
include (I) adequate notice of the charges or complaint; (2) the right to be present at a hearing or
trial; (3) a public forum; (4) the right to be heard and
to present evidence; (5) the right to retain counsel;
(6) trial by jury or, at least, an impartial, neutral
decision maker; (7) an adequate ability to compel
the opposing party to disclose facts and documents
that are material to the dispute (adequate discovery); (8) an adequate ability to call witnesses and
to cross-examine witnesses called by the opposing
party; (9) a requirement that findings of fact are
made and legal reasons are given for a decision; and
(10) an adequate review by an impartial party of the
triers' decision to ensure that it is not arbitrary or
capricious and has a rational basis in law and in fact
(adequate appeal rights). Each of these is addressed
in turn below.
1. Notice. FINRA appears to provide adequate
notice both in disciplinary hearings and in its
arbitrations .102
2. The Right to be Present. FINRA allows the parties to be present during proceedings. 103
3. Public Forum. FINRA does not generally provide a public forum. Its proceedings are generally
closed to the public.104 As discussed above under
"Transparency:' these proceedings should generally
be open to the public.10s
4. The Right to Be Heard and Present Evidence.
FINRA provides the opportunity for parties to be
heard and to present evidence. As discussed below,
however, parties' rights to present and obtain evidence are circumscribed, and the federal rules of
evidence do not apply. 106

5. The Right to Retain Counsel. The right to retain
and be represented by counsel is preserved in FINRA
proceedings.107
6. Impartial Decision Maker. FINRA does not provide the right to a trial by jury as is guaranteed in federal court by the Seventh Amendment108 and in state
courts by most state constitutions.109 FINRA arbitration chairpersons are not judges. Although there
are some requirements for arbitration chairpersons, there is no requirement that arbitrators have
any special expertise in finance or the law. In fact,
FINRA actively recruits from outside those fields. 110
FINRA arbitrators must be approved by FINRA and
complete 13.5 hours of FINRA training.m FINRA
maintains a list of 6,000 approved arbitrators112 and
generates a random list of arbitrators (typically 10
public arbitrators, 10 non-public arbitrators, and 10
chairpersons) from which the parties can choose.113
FINRA changed its rules in 2011,11-1 however, so that
in arbitrations involving a dispute between customers and a firm, the customer may elect to have the
arbitration panel composed of entirely public arbitrators rather than industry representatives.us
7. Adequate Discovery. FINRA discovery rules differ depending on the type of proceeding.116 Discovery
is more limited than it would be in a federal court.117 In
particular, the ability to depose witnesses is severely
circumscribed.us This may make it more difficult for a
party to pursue a claim. FINRA discovery is, however,
more extensive than discovery made under American
Arbitration Association rules.119 Excess discovery costs
are one of the primary reasons why conventional litigation is so expensive, and controlling dispute resolution
costs is one of the primary advantages of arbitration.120
Controlling costs is one of the core rationales underlying the Federal Arbitration Act,121 which generally
requires courts to enforce arbitration awards and bars
access to courts when the parties have entered into a
pre-dispute arbitration agreement122 (as would be the
case in virtually every customer-broker agreement).
Whether FINRA discovery rules should be modified
should be studied further.
8. Calling Witnesses and Witness Cross-Examination. Witnesses may generally be called, and opposing witnesses cross-examined. The limits on conducting witness deposition discussed above make
it much more difficult to adequately rebut surprise
testimony or to impeach a witness.
9. Findings of Fact and Law. In general, FINRA
arbitrators need not explain their reasoning or make
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findings of fact or law. If, however, all parties agree
in advance, 123 they may request and pay $400 for an
"explained decision."12-t- But even an explained decision need not include "legal authorities and damage
calculations."125 Thus, neither the parties nor anyone reviewing the arbitrators' decision can meaningfully assess how much, or how little, thought or
analysis about the facts or the law went into deciding
the case or the amount, if any, of the award. Neither
the parties nor anyone else can meaningfully assess
whether the arbitrators' reasoning was flawed or
sound. In contrast to very high compensation for
FINRA employees, 126 arbitrators are paid between
$300 (for a session up to four hours) and $600 (for
a session lasting up to a day).127 This amounts to $75
per hour-and substantially less than that, once the
time traveling to and from the hearing and preparation time is considered. In contrast, the reimbursement rate for attorneys under the Equal Access to
Justice Act is about $190 per hour.128 Arbitrators are
not paid for time spent on preparation, analysis, or
discussion outside the actual arbitration session.
Thus, they have every incentive to make a quick decision rather than a well-reasoned decision.
Administrative-law courts are required to make
''findings and conclusions, and the reasons or basis
therefore, on all the material issues of fact, law, or
discretion presented on the record." 129 FINRA arbitrators should be required to do the same for those
cases where more than $100,000130 is at stake or
severe disciplinary sanctions are possible. This
may be difficult for many existing FINRA arbitrators who do not have training in finance or in the
law. If raising FINRA arbitrator honoraria is necessary in order to attract those with the requisite skills,
FINRAshould do so.
10. Adequate Review of Arbitration Decisions.
Either party can appeal the result of a disciplinary hearing to the National Acljudicatory Council
(NAC).131 The NAC is a FINRA committee132 with 14
members.133 Any governor may request that FINRA's Board of Governors review the decision of the
NAC.134 A respondent may ask the SEC to review a
final FINRA decision.135 The SEC's decision, in turn,
is subject to limited judicial review.136
There is no comparable review in customer or
intra-industry arbitrations. The arbitrators' decisions are final. 137 The combination of arbitrators not
needing to provide reasons for their decision and the
near-total lack of review for customer or intra-indus-

try arbitrations is fundamentally unfair and affords
no recourse to either customers or firms that are the
victims of poorly reasoned, unjust, or arbitrary decisions. Some of these disputes, of course, involve modest amounts of money. But others involve substantial sums and can, in the case of customers, involve
their life savings. Similarly, a firm that is forced to
unjustly pay an award has no recourse.
FINRA arbitrators should be required to make
findings of fact based on the evidentiary record and
to demonstrate how those facts led to the award given.
These written FINRA arbitration decisions should be
subject to SEC review and limited judicial review. Policymakers should carefully evaluate whether the current practice in disciplinary proceedings is sufficient
to provide adequate review. Specifically, those reviewing the outcome in a disciplinary decision should be
able to assess whether the findings of fact actually
have an adequate basis, and to assess a written finding of how, in light of those facts, a specific FINRA
rule or provision in the securities law was violated.
Improved Oversight. The Government Accountability Office (GAO) has found the SEC's oversight of
FINRA to be insuffi.cient. 138 In response, in October
2016, the SEC started a new office called the FINRA
and Securities Industry Oversight (FISIO) group,
designed to enhance its oversight of FINRA.1 39 The
new FISIO should issue annual reports describing
its oversight of FINRA and addressing the issues
raised in this Backgrounder.
Congressional oversight of FIN RA has been light.
To improve oversight, Congress should:
• Require that FINRA submit an annual report to
Congress with detailed, specified information
about its budget and fees; its enforcement activities (including sanctions and fines imposed by
type of violation and type of firm or individual);
its dispute resolution activities; and its rule-making activities;
• Conduct annual oversight hearings on FI NRA, its
budget, its enforcement activities, its dispute resolution activities, and its rule-making activities;
• Require an annual GAO review of FINRA with
respect to its budget, its enforcement activities,
its dispute resolution activities, and its rule-making activities and a separate review of the SEC's
oversight of FI NRA; and
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a Consider making FINRA, the Municipal Securi-

ties Rulemaking Board (MSRB), and the National Futures Association (NFA)H• each a "designated
federal entity"142 and establishing an inspector
general with respect to financial SROs, including
FINRA, the MSRB, and the NFA or, alternatively,
placing FINRA, the MSRB, and the NFA within
the ambit of an existing inspector general.143
140

Small Broker-Dealer Relief. As Chart 2 shows,
the number of broker-dealers has declined by nearly
13 percent over the past five years (2011-2016), and
23 percent in the nine years since FINRA was created in 2007.1. .
Since 2009, the number of registered representatives who work for broker-dealers has remained
fairly constant, but the number of firms has continued to decline. This reflects the concentration in
the market and the decline in the number of small
broker-dealers. The registered representatives that
once worked for these smaller firms have found
employment with the remaining firms.

~
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A similar phenomenon is occurring in the banking sector.1-15 The number of small banks has declined
by 28 percent since 2000, and small banks' share of
total domestic deposits has declined from 40 percent
to less than 22 percent.146 There are many reasons
for the decline in small broker-dealers and small
banks, but one obvious factor common to both banks
and broker-dealers is the ever-increasing rise in the
regulatory burden on small broker-dealers and small
banks. FINRA rules are a major component of that
regulatory burden for broker-dealers. Regulatory
compliance costs do not increase linearly with size,
and place a disproportionate burden on small firms,
making them less competitive in the marketplace.1• 1
Small broker-dealers are more willing to underwrite the offerings of small and start-up businesses.
The decline in the number of small broker-dealers
impedes the ability ofentrepreneurs to raise capital.
FI NRA needs to undertake a systematic review of
it rules and regulatory practices comparable to the
small-entity impact review required of federal agencies under the Regulatory Flexibility Act.Ha This
JO
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review should include the impact of stress tests, the
nature ofFINRA audits, FINRA rules relating to the
interaction between research and corporate finance,
FINRA rules and practices relating to sanctions
for inadequate policies and procedures or failure
to supervise, the operation of "remedial" sanctions
imposed without a hearing,149 and other matters.
FINRA needs to be open to experimentation and
financial-technological innovation that most commonly occurs in small firms.
Budget and Finance. FINRA fees are not voluntary. As a matter of economics, though not law,
they are effectively a tax. And, at $789 million in
2015, they are substantial. 150 The businesses that
pay these fees must recover the costs.151 Before
raising these fees, FINRA should be required to
obtain an affirmative vote by Congress or, at least,
by the SEC.
The fines leveled by FINRA in 2015 ($94 million)
were 263 percent higher than the $25.9 million in
fines levied in 2008, its first full year of operation.152
Average fines per member were $5,286 in 2008, and
$23,755 in 2015, a 349 percent increase.153 It is difficult to judge the appropriateness of FINRA fines
without additional information, but FINRA should
not have a budgetary incentive to impose fines. Currently, it is FINRA policy that FI NRA fines are used
to fund "capital expenditures and specified regulatory projects." 15'* Revenues from fines imposed ($97
million in FY 2015)1 55 should go to either a newly
established investor reimbursement fund 156 or to
the Treasury, not to FINRA's budget.
Congress should consider making FINRA "on
budget" for purposes of the federal budget, along
with various other government-sponsored enterprises, quasi-governmental entities, agency-related
nonprofit organizations, and the like that currently
escape congressional oversight during the budget
process.15i The Securities Protection Investors Corporation and the PCAOB are District of Columbia
not-for-profit organizations but are on budget.158
The MSRB and NFAarenot. 159

Regulatory Process. FINRA.'s rule-making process should also be made more transparent. Currently, it solicits comments from the public for many of its
rules. 160 But this solicitation is not required. Its committee process is opaque and its Board of Governors'
meetings, where final rules decisions are made, are
closed. The proposed rules are subject to public scrutiny once they arc submitted to the SEC for approval.161 But, by this juncture, it is unusual for changes
to be made, and the SEC rarely disapproves a rule
proposed by FINRA.162 In its rule-making process,
FINRA should comply with a set of rules substantially similar to the requirements imposed on government agencies relating to the notice-and-comment
provisions of the Administrative Procedure Act.163
Although FINRA made improvements in the
economic analysis of its rules by creating its Office
of the Chief Economist in 2013, its efforts are still
relatively rudimentary compared to those of the
SEC and most other government agencies. 164 FINRA
should also examine whether its rules have a disproportionate impact on small, more entrepreneurial
broker-dealers. 165

Conclusion
FINRA is a key regulator of central importance to the
functioning of U.S. capital markets. It is neither a true
self-regulatory organization nor a government agency.
It is largely unaccountable to the industry or to the public. Due process, transparency, and regulatory-review
protections normally associated with regulators are not
present, and its arbitration process is flawed. Reforms
are necessary. FINRA itself, the SEC, and Congress
should reform FINRA to improve it rule-making and
arbitration process. Congress should amend§ 15A and
§ 19 of the Securities Exchange Act such that a national securities association (FINRA) must meet the
reforms outlined in this Backgrounder as a condition
of registration.
-David R. Burton is Senior Fellow in Economic
Policy in the Thomas A. Roe Institute for Economic
Policy Studies, of the Institute for Economic Freedom,
at The Heritage Foundation.
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July 9 (Bloomberg) -- A set piece of Voltaire's 18th century masterpiece, "Candide," is a
scene in which the British, after losing a battle, execute one of their own admirals "pour
encourager les autres."
The analogy may be a bit heavy-handed, yet in many ways it fits what Finra -- the
Financial Industry Regulatory Authority, Wall Street's self-regulatory organization -did to three arbitrators who, in May 2011, had the temerity to find in favor of a customer
in a securities arbitration against Merrill Lynch, the nation's largest brokerage and a
unit of Bank of America Corp. After awarding the estate of the customer more than
$520,000 -- a large amount by arbitration standards --Finra heard from unhappy Merrill
executives and fired the arbitrators, two of whom had many years of experience.
"You mete out justice, and then you get slapped in the face," one of the fired arbitrators,
Fred Pinckney, told me in an interview.
The matter began in December 2009, after Robert C. Postell, of Alpharetta, Georgia, and
his wife, Joan, filed an arbitration claim against Merrill Lynch for more than $640,000
plus attorney's fees. Postell, who had a successful automotive-safety-equipment
business, claimed that his Merrill broker failed "to adequately monitor" his accounts,
according to a publicly available copy of the Finra arbitration summary. The Postells
also asserted claims of "breach of contract" and "breach of fiduciary duty" against
Merrill. Not surprisingly, the brokerage, through its attorney, Terry Weiss, of Greenberg
Traurig LLP, in Atlanta, denied th~ Postells' claims.

FINRA WAIVER
Anyone who works on Wall Street or has a brokerage account must agree, from the
outset, that any financial claims made against their employer or broker will be
adjudicated not in the courts but in an arbitration process overseen by Finra, a private
organization that derives the bulk of its $1 billion in revenue from the Wall Street
companies that are its members. This upfront agreement by millions of Americans to
https://www.bloomberg.comlview/articles/2012-07-08/wall-street-s-captive-arbltrators-strike-again
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submit to a Finra arbitration process -- which I experienced first hand in 2003-2004 -constitutes one of the largest ongoing abdications of legal rights in the U.S., and nobody
seems to be bothered enough to rectify it.
(To make matters worse, Mary Schapiro, the chairman of the Securities and Exchange
Commission, was previously head of Finra, whose board awarded her a $9 million
bonus when she left that post in January 2009.)
In May 2011, the Postells' arbitration claim was heard in seven sessions over four days
by the three Finra-appointed arbitrators: Ilene Gormly, the chairperson and a former
compliance executive at a commercial bank; Daniel Kolber, a securities-law attorney
and the founder of Intellivest Securities Inc., a small Georgia investment bank; and
Pinckney, an Atlanta attorney. The arbitrators are paid about $200 a day.
According to Pinckney, at the final hearing, on May 6, the arbitrators were informed
that Postell had committed suicide in February. His estate, along with Joan, would be
the claimants in the arbitration and the beneficiaries of any award. Also during the final
hearing, according to Pinckney, Weiss, Merrill's attorney, sensed that he was losing the
case and repeatedly "exploded at the panel," accusing the arbitrators of being biased in
their views and rulings against Merrill. The panel took a break, called Finra executives
and explained Weiss's accusations. With Finra's blessing, the arbitrators decided to
proceed to final arguments and conclude the matter. Soon thereafter, the arbitrators
found in favor of the Postells and awarded Joan and her husband's estate $520,000 in
damages.

CULLED ROSTER
According to Pinckney, about two months later, Kolber got what Pinckney called a
"black spot letter" from Finra explaining that the private regulator periodically
examined its "roster" and culled people from it. "As a result," Kolber's letter read,
"please be advised that you are no longer being listed as an active member of Finra's
dispute resolution roster of arbitrators."
Then, in January 2012, Gormly, who has about 20 years experience as an arbitrator, got
her "black spot letter." In June, Pinckney was notified that he was relieved of his duties.
According to Pinckney, Finra executives denied a request from Kolber for a meeting.
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Then, Gormly sent a "whistle-blower" letter to the SEC, describing the situation. She
hasn't heard back.
"I told her that she will probably be waiting until hell freezes over," Pinckney said.
Pinckney is pretty disgusted by this turn of events, especially since there were no
grounds to appeal the arbitrators' decision in the Postell case and no appeal was filed.
Nothing about what the three arbitrators did was ever questioned, except by Weiss, the
Merrill lawyer who saw his case being lost. Pinckney said his fell ow arbitrators weren't
looking for reinstatement or compensation. He contacted me to share his story because
he was so outraged that Wall Street has the ability to exact revenge on arbitrators in a
quasi-judicial system where it already holds most of the cards anyway.
"It's unbelievable that they would take such an experienced panel and get rid of it,"
Pinckney said. "To me, this undermines the credibility of the entire Finra process -- I
didn't say kangaroo court -- but when you have three well-credentialed people, doing
their job, and there were no meritorious grounds for an appeal, and we get handed the
'black spot' -- and not all at once -- it makes for a pretty cheap novel."
Where does it all end? Will there really be zero accountability for bankers, traders and
executives who caused a calamitous financial crisis, or the collapse of MF Global
Holdings Ltd., or who were gambling with $350 billion of depositors' money, or who
were manipulating Libor, or for those who are further cheapening a Wall Streetadministered arbitration system that already reeks of injustice?
(William D. Cohan , a former investment banker and the author of "Money and Power:
How Goldman Sachs Came to Rule the World," is a Bloomberg View columnist. The
opinions expressed are his own.)
Read more opinion online from Bloomberg View. Subscribe to receive a daily e-mail
highlighting new View editorials, columns and op-ed articles.
Today's highlights: the editors on whether it's a penalty or a tax and the latest jobs
report; Susan P. Crawford on whether Google is a monopoly; Albert R. Hunt on gaming
the Electoral College; Simon Johnson on banks' living wills; Pankaj Mishra on the false
promise of Asian values; Jed Kolko on the downside of rising house prices.
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AFFIDAVIT OF PATRICK G. KING
I, Patrick G. King, hereby declare and affirm:

1. I am counsel to Barclays Capital, Inc. and I am familiar with the proceedings relating to the
arbitration entitled Barclays Capital. Inc. v. Michael Schwartz, FINRA Dispute Resolution
Arbitration Case No. 12-02453, including personal knowledge of a Confidential Settlement
Agreement and Release entered into as of May 18, 2016 by and among Michael D. Schwartz
of8360 Dolfor Cove, Burr Ridge, Illinois and Barclays Capital Inc., located at 200 Park
Avenue, New York (the, "Settlement Agreement").
2. On or about September 19, 2013 and award was rendered in the arbitration case entitled

Barclays Capital, Inc. v. Michael Schwartz, FINRA Dispute Resolution Arbitration Case No.
12-02453 in favor of Barclays Capital, Inc. in the approximate sum of $568,568 (the,
"Award").
3. Barclays Capital, Inc. moved by motion to confirm the Award in the Circuit Court of Cook
County, Illinois; the motion was granted confirming the Award.
4. Barclays Capital, Inc. obtained a money judgment on January 16, 2015, which was
supplemented on April 9, 2015 against Michael D. Schwartz, the respondent in the abovecaptioned proceeding, in the amount of $900,950.00 (the, "Judgment").

5. Barclays Capital, Inc. initiated a supplementary proceeding in the Circuit Court of Cook
County, Illinois, County Department, Law Division, entitled Barclays Capital, Inc. v.
Michael Schwartz, Case No. 14-CH-15180 (the "Supplementary Proceeding").
6. Pursuant to the Supplementary Proceeding, Barclays Capital, Inc. served upon Michael D.

Schwartz a Citation to Discover Assets on February 8, 2016 and Bank of America-Merrill
Lynch, a Citation to Discover Assets to a Third Party on February 11, 2016 (the,
"Citations").
7. The purpose of the Citations was to discover assets of Michael D. Schwartz that can be used

to pay the Judgment.
8. The Settlement Agreement was intended to resolve and settle the then pending Citations, and

nothing in the settlement agreement prohibits Barclays from initiating additional
supplemental proceedings against Mr. Schwartz to satisfy the judgment.
9. The Settlement Agreement is not a settlement of the Judgment nor is it a settlement of the

Award.
10. At no time did Barclays Capital, Inc. contemplate or intend that the Settlement Agreement to
be a settlement of the Judgment or the Award.
11. As of the date of the signing of this Affidavit, the Award rendered in the arbitration case
entitled Barclays Capital. Inc. v. Michael Schwartz, FINRA Dispute Resolution Arbitration
Case No. 12-02453 is still outstanding.
Signed this 26th day of August, 2016 at Chicago (City), Illinois (State)

Patrick G. King

IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS
EASTERN DIVISION

Michael & Aseneta Schwartz,
Debtor.

}
}
}
}

13 B 44047
Chicago, Illinois
10:30 a.m.
December 04, 2014

TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE
HONORABLE PAMELA S. HOLLIS

APPEARANCES:
For Debtors:

Mr. Michael Schwartz;
(pro se}

For Barclays Capital:

Mr. Patrick King;
Mr. Booker Coleman;

Court Reporter:

Jackleen DeFini, CSR, RPR
U.S. Courthouse
219 South Dearborn
Room 661
Chicago, Il. 60604.

2
1
2

THE CLERK:
Schwartz,

13 B 44047.

3
4

MR.

MR. KING:

Steven Radtke,

Good morning, Your Honor.

trustee.
THE COURT:

Mr. Schwartz,

I've got to

tell you first that you need to take off your coat.

11

MR.

12

THE COURT:

13

Patrick King and Booker

MR. RADTKE:

9
10

Michael Schwartz for

Coleman for Barclays Capital.

7
8

SCHWARTZ:

debtors.

5
6

Michael and Aseneta

SCHWARTZ:

Yes, ma'am.

Unless you have a cold or

something.

14

MR.

15

THE COURT:

16

MR. SCHWARTZ:

17

THE COURT:

18

on these days.

19

lawyer,

20

cold,

SCHWARTZ:

Yes.

Okay.
I apologize.

I don't know what's going

If you want to participate as a

you have to be respectful.

If you have a

I have no issue with that.

21

MR.

22

THE COURT:

SCHWARTZ:

Thank you.

Okay.

I had a chance to

23

read through all the papers, and I want to have a

24

discussion a little bit because of some things.

25

First,

I thought this was the easiest way to do it

3

1

under 707(a)

and avoid the murky issue of 707(b},

2

whether this was consumer debt or not.

3

went in that direction and I

4

Then we got the motion for stay and I

5

the cases out there on 707(a).

6

majority of bankruptcy judges in this district look

7

at 707(a) as having the ability to dismiss on the

8

basis that I

9

because 707(a)

did,

Okay?

So I

didn't rule on 707(b).

And,

looked at all
clearly,

the

lavish lifestyle, et cetera,

says for cause and including.

Now,

10

you have Judge Goldgar's case which goes opposite of

11

that,

12

brief points out, that most of the other cases are

13

pre BAPCPA.

14

anything, although Judge Goldgar does talk a little

15

bit about it.

and post BAPCPA.

16

That's what Mr.

Schwartz's

He doesn't say why that should change

But I

do want to indicate, and I've

17

got this somewhere,

let's see if I

can find it here.

18

There are so many boxes here.

19

case to Judge Goldgar that Judge Barnes ruled on

20

yes, and disagreed with Judge Goldgar.

21

Goldgar's case in 2011 said dismissal for bad faith

22

or other things aside from technical issues are not

23

permitted under 707(a).

24

And then Judge Barnes came back,

25

of this year,

There was a subsequent

So Judge

That was in the Adolph case.
I think in September

and reached the opposite conclusion.

4
1

And I ' l l spell this because it's a foreign name,

2

J-a-k-o-v-1-j-e-z-i-c, 0-s-t-o-j-i-c, Bankruptcy,

3

BR 119.

4

517

So what we have here is we have two

5

judges BAPCPA disagreeing.

Okay?

We have the

6

Seventh Circuit, which hasn't ruled on the issue,

7

we have two courts of appeals going one way and two

8

courts of appeals going the other way.

9

one of these rare instances where,

and

So this is

in my view, Mr.

10

Schwartz wins on this prong of the stay motion

11

because I think it's an open question here.

12

think he has a chance to win.

13

agree with Judge Goldgar's analysis,

14

Judge Barnes that it's not inclusive,

15

know how else you interpret for cause including.

16

I don't know how you say oh,

17

technical stuff because it's certainly not being in

18

the statute to me.

19

think it's an open question.

20

And I

And while I don't
and I agree with
and I don't
And

that just means

So I go with the majority, but I
All right?

So now that brings us to the second

21

prong of the issue of irreparable harm.

22

just absolutely throws me.

23

looked at all the statutes.

24

arguments made about Mr. Schwartz could have done

25

something within a certain time.

And this one

And I ' l l tell you why.
I looked at all the

And Mr. Schwartz

I

5
1

indicates you guys could have done something to get

2

your arbitration award confirmed within a certain

3

amount of time.

4

forth.

5

to predict what Finra will do?

6

let's say that, you know,

7

support that bankruptcy toll time period.

8

don't know if that would occur here so that if Mr.

9

Schwartz's case was dismissed, he would be able to go

10

back into Finra and say under -- I don't know what it

11

is, 109? 108 of the Code? periods are tolled and I

12

can still contest it.

13

don't even know if this is a fait accompli.

14

tell.

So there's kind of going back and

But doesn't it really boil down to me trying

15

Because it's like

there's lots of things to
And I

And, you know, beyond that I
I can't

It seems to me like in order to

16

determine irreparable harm,

17

will adjudicate his license.

18

can do that.

19

just going to throw this stuff out there.

20

that's -- and then the fun thing is if I did decide

21

to stay the case,

22

what does that do to Mr. Radtke?

24
25

And I'm not sure how I

All right, so that's one angle.

I'm

So,

stay the dismissal pending appeal,

MR. RADTKE:

23

I have to guess how Finra

That puts me on hold,

Your Honor.
THE COURT:

He's like in limbo.

6

1
2

MR. RADTKE:

problem with that.

So I

I have no

That's fine.

THE COURT:

3

That's right.

Well,

dismiss the case.

it's just an odd

4

thing.

5

pending appeal.

6

And, by the way, this is a case that I think you

7

might even be able to bypass the district court

8

because I'm going to certify it on 707 so that you

9

can go directly to the Seventh Circuit.

Say I stay this

It goes up to the Seventh Circuit.

It would

10

skip a level of court and save everybody some money

11

because we haven't had the Seventh Circuit talk about

12

this.

13

But let's say it goes there and I've

14

stayed the dismissal and the Seventh Circuit

15

disagrees with me and agrees with Judge Goldgar and

16

it's reversed.

17

during the interim?

18

rhetorical questions.

19

answer that.

20

through my mind.

21

So now what happens to the estate
Who's in charge?

These are

I'm not asking anybody to

These are the things that are running
Okay?

All right.

Now let's switch over

22

to -- well,

you thought the 707(a) would be the

23

easiest way to deal with this without getting into

24

the murky issue of 707(b), whether this is a consumer

25

debt or a business debt.

So I went with what I

7
1

thought was maybe the quicker route to getting it

2

resolved.
So maybe I

3

just switch over and I

4-

at 707(b)

5

consumer or business debt.

6

case,

7

me yet.

8

kind of became a nonissue.

9

it's out of the Ninth Circuit,

and I

decide instead whether this is a
And I

think it was in October,

I

And I

look

ran across a new
that nobody cited to

don't know why you would because that
A very interesting case,
bankruptcy appellate

10

panel,

11

the Westlaw cite.

12

It's Cherrett,

13

debtor,

14

BAP,

15

corrected November 18, 2014.

16

opinion.

17

facts are somewhat similar where there was a loan

18

given pursuant to a compensation package.

19

court actually addressed the Kelly decision that you

20

folks talked about that said, hey,

21

mortgage,

22

rejected that and they said it was the purpose of the

23

original loan not what things were spent on.

24
25

so it's one level up from me.

And I

only have

I ' l l give you the name of it.

C-h-e-r-r-e-t-t,

that's basically the

it's 2014 Westlaw 5843769, Ninth Circuit,

and it was -- looks like the opinion was
So a very recent

And basically, while not identical,

you know,

the

And the

if it's a

it's a consumer debt.

They

Okay?

So if I -- so what I'm telling you,
what I'm saying is that it's no easy thing to uphold

8
1

my result by dropping down to 707(b)

2

of leaning toward agreeing with this case.

3

through everything and thought about it a lot,

4

don't think I want to ambush you.

5

to read the case.

6

I do here?"

7

statement.

I went
and I

I want you folks

But now I'm kind of like,

"what do

So that's my rhetorical sort of

8
9

because I'm kind

Everybody did a nice job on the
briefs.

I do think this is one of these rare

10

situations when I told Mr. Schwartz,

you mean I've

11

got to rule that I'm wrong?

12

that,

13

have two judges disagreeing in the circuit,

14

an open legal question.

And it's not really

it's just that it's such an open question.

15

Then I

We

so it is

really -- I have no idea what

16

happens if I

stay this.

17

for me is to say I'm right,

18

wins on the first prong but he loses on the second

19

prong of irreparable harm.

20

conclude that.

21

burden to prove that,

22

be possible for him to prove that unless he got Finra

23

on the stand and said yes,

24

license.

25

what they will do.

I

Obviously the easiest route
you know, Mr. Schwartz

But I'm not sure I

can

know that in a sense he has the
but I don't know how it would

we are going to yank the

Because it seems like it's an unknown as to
But it is clear from their rules

9

1

that they sort of back off if you file bankruptcy,

2

you know.

3

Okay.

Now I ' l l let you folks talk.

4

MR. KING:

If I could just address a

5

few things in reverse order,

Judge.

And I'm not

6

aware of the Cherrett case, but I

7

it changes the analysis if it says what the purpose

8

of the loan was because we cited extensively both in

9

this brief and I believe it was in the opposition to

really don't think

10

the brief that we ultimately decided probably was not

11

the right

12
13

THE COURT:
argue that.

Well,

I've looked at all the cases --

14

MR. KING:

15

THE COURT:

Right.
on that,

16

to read that case.

17

perfectly.

18

kind of agreed with this case.

19

know that.

20

21
22

I don't want you to

and I want you

And I may have not raised it

I'm telling you that I read this and I

MR. KING:

Okay?

You need to

I guess my response to that

would be, Judge, we'd like to address that issue.
THE COURT:

I think that I want to

23

give you an opportunity to do that.

But that's not

24

even relevant to my current ruling when you think

25

about it, because my current ruling -- that's 707(b),

10
1

my current ruling is 707(a).

And I dismissed the

2

case.

3

dismissal.

4

there's a question even though the majority view here

5

in this district -- which is why I didn't dwell on it

6

too much at the time,

7

much everybody I

8

for cause meant it could be pretty much what the

9

court thought was appropriate.

Mr. Schwartz is asking me to stay my
I

think he wins on the first prong; that

and I thought,

you know, pretty

knew was going that way,

But I

they felt

took a closer

10

look at Judge Goldgar's opinion, post BAPCPA.

11

a closer look at the appellate court decisions that

12

were split.

13

obviously that the Seventh Circuit hasn't spoke on

14

this issue.

15

And, you know,

MR. KING:

I

I took

researched the fact

see two issues here,

16

Judge.

And the one, if the court's concerned about

17

having to predict what Finra would do,

18

you have to predict what Finra would do because it's

19

irrelevant.

20

case law in the Supreme Court, all the cases we cited

21

in our brief:

22

harm.

It's not sufficient to establish irreparable

23

harm.

The Gleason case was right on point with

24

respect to whether a judgment creditor,

25

situation we're trying to become a judgment creditor,

I don't think

The case law in the Seventh Circuit, the

Losing your job is not irreparable

in our

11

1

whether them having a judgment creditor pursue you

2

while your case is pending on appeal, that's not

3

irreparable harm.

4

THE COURT:

Well, that I agree, that

5

the fact that somebody's trying to collect a judgment

6

and then you'd have irreparable harm in every case.

7

And you would -- you know,

8

different.

9

a job.

10

this

I

see is a little bit

A license is going to be yanked, not lose

Because one could argue well, you lost that

job but you can go apply for this job.

11

MR. SCHWARTZ:

12

THE COURT:

That's correct.

When your license gets

13

yanked, you're out.

14

Because I don't see that those are right on point.

15

So do you have a case like that?

MR. KING:

Judge,

I think the cases

16

that we cited, there is a Supreme Court case that I

17

do believe involves a licensure issue that we could

18

also bring before the court.

19

job even in situations -- there was -- one of the

20

cases involved doctors where they claim that there

21

was damage to their reputation in the medical field.

22

That's not irreparable harm.

23

to be able to get the same job back.

24

frankly,

25

arises under securities law is whether Mr. Schwartz

Whether you lose your

Nothing says you have
And, quite

Judge, there's an entire issue here that

12
1

is required to be licensed at all because he's not

2

doing -- he's not facing customers.

3

client facing job.

It's called a

That's a whole other issue.

4

THE COURT:

5

there's two sides to this, Mr. Schwartz.

6

is that,

7

case now other than having some kind of hearing with

8

pretty extensive fact finding,

9

first prong, but on the second prone of irreparable

you know,

Well,

the problem is
The problem

I don't see any way around this

not necessarily on the

10

harm.

11

on everything, including 707(b), to see if that was

12

an alternative way to dismiss it, with you

13

understanding that I kind of agree with this case.

14

Now there may be factual issues that change my mind

15

and other things that change my mind, but it's just

16

out there and nobody discussed it, it's new.

17
18
19

Alternatively, we could go and have a hearing

Okay.

So I want to give Mr. Schwartz

a chance to address the court.
MR. KING:

Can I just addressed the

20

first prong that you raised Judge?

And that is what

21

I think you are considering, a split in the circuits,

22

and I very respectfully disagree.

23

case and the Padilla case, Huckfeldt expressly found

24

under 707(a) dismissing for bad faith.

25

they acknowledge that Huckfeldt was right, but the

Both the Huckfeldt

In Padilla,

13
1

facts in Padilla just didn't support that.

Neither

2

of them say bad faith wasn't an issue.

3

understand that the issue before this court is not

4

bad faith,

5

whether there's something other than the three

6

enumerated factors.

7

BAPCPA,

8

had all those cases before it and when they made the

9

2005 amendments, and if they wanted to say all those

Now I

but it's irrelevant because the issue is

And there clearly is.

when all those cases were decided,

Congress

10

courts were wrong,

11

the legislative history says is that the three

12

enumerated factors appeared to be technical in

13

nature.

14

is not sufficient.

15

other factors,

16

If it meant something other than -- if it did not

17

mean something other than the three enumerated

18

factors,

19

not a technical factor,

20

the case.

21

they could have.

Before

Instead, what

But then they go on to say but income alone
It doesn't say income without

but income alone is not sufficient.

why would Congress address income, which is
it's an underlying factor of

THE COURT:

Well,

you know,

you're
I've

22

arguing to me -- you're arguing my position.

23

already agreed with you that this falls under 707(a).

24

What we're arguing now is would he have an

25

opportunity to prevail.

And you don't -- if you

14
1

don't let a person -- if you don't win on that prong

2

in a situation like this,

3

win because you've got a disagreement among the

4

judges,

5

Seventh Circuit that hasn't ruled on it.

6

have some different results.

I don't know when you ever

the bankruptcy judges here,

I agree with you.

7

and you have the
And you do

You're preaching to

8

the choir on it, but I don't know if I would ever

9

grant a stay under your scenario.

You're just saying

10

you're right,

11

well,

12

disagree with me.

13

you know,

14

post BAPCPA analysis.

15

analysis.

16

should have an opportunity to take a look at it and

17

speak on it.

18

guidance.

19

a test case.

20

So you're probably not going to change my mind on the

21

first prong.

22

prong.

Judge.

You're right.

And I'm saying

I do think I'm right, but there are people that

23

And I respect those people.

And,

Judge Goldgar specifically went through a
And,

you know,

I respect that

And I somewhat think the Seventh Circuit

It's very important for us to have some

Unfortunately,

I

know you don't like being

That's just the way I feel about it.

Where I have an issue is the second

Now I would like Mr. Schwartz to have

24

a chance to talk to the court.

25

patient.

He's been very

15
1

MR. SCHWARTZ:

Thank you, Your Honor.

2

First a question on something you mentioned as far as

3

opening up a hearing,

I presume within this court --

4

THE COURT:

5

MR. SCHWARTZ:

6

Yes.
on reevaluating and

looking under 707(b) as well as --

7

THE COURT:

Well, we first talked

8

about -- let me explain so you understand.

9

about having a hearing on 707 -- I mean on

10

I talked

irreparable harm --

11

MR. SCHWARTZ:

Okay.

12

THE COURT:

so that there was

13

findings of fact because, for example, if I deny you

14

your stay, you can appeal that as well.

15

but there should be some kind of record of this.

16

I think it's important -- it might be important for

17

Finra to look at it in terms of, you know, when

18

they're trying to make their decision,

19

denied,

20

that you're still attempting to get a ruling on this

21

to stay in bankruptcy.

22

You know,
And

if the stay's

that you're still attempting to get a stay,

So I talked about --

But what I went on to say is, is it

23

more efficient to go ahead and also have a hearing on

24

707(b).

25

now in its posture is dismissed.

But it's not relevant because the case right
So 707(b)

is just

16
1

not there.

2

I mean,

3

know -- if they say -- if I get reversed on 707(a)

That's what I'm trying to work through.

I would hate to see, you know,

MR. SCHWARTZ:

4

5

I don't

We'll be back here on

( b) •

THE COURT:

6

7

exactly.

8

he's like in total

You'll be back on (b),

And I don't know what Mr. Radtke's role
I'd hate to be in your spot.

MR. RADTKE:

9

Judge.

But I

I'm here, and I'm happy

10

to be here,

11

since there's no appeal, this really is a motion to

12

reconsider.

13

THE COURT:

14

MR. RADTKE:

15

THE COURT:

16

think that procedurally,

You know what?

Yes.

And if you want to
I'm thinking about

treating it that way.

17

MR. RADTKE:

-- treat it as a motion

you can say okay,

I'm going to

18

to reconsider,

19

reconsider and we're going to have a hearing on

20

everything.

21

to go, especially if this is going up somewhere.

22
23
24
25

And I think that's the appropriate way

MR. SCHWARTZ:

I wouldn't be opposed

to that.
MR. KING:
raise with that, Judge,

The only issue I would
is because there's actually a

17
1

different standard from a motion to reconsider than

2

there is on the issue of whether this court should

3

grant a stay.

4

that bankruptcy is,

5

court first.

6

case --

7

And that's because the unique animal
you have to ask the bankruptcy

So in the matter of the Forty-Eight 48

THE COURT:

Wait.

But it would be

8

just a motion to reconsider really to,

9

707(b}?

I mean,

I guess under

I've already ruled under 707(a}

and

10

I

11

inclined to change my ruling under that.

12

there was enough facts that weren't contested that,

13

you know,

14

issues.

15

were not flushed out is on the irreparable harm.

16

then also -- so it might be a motion to reconsider on

17

707(b).

18

might file even.

don't know if I'm going to change.

I mean,

I didn't feel that there were factual
Where I feel there are factual issues that
And

I guess it would be something that you guys

19
20

I'm not

I didn't even rule on 707(b}.

MR.

SCHWARTZ:

There's nothing to

reconsider.

21

THE COURT:

I didn't even rule on it.

22

I

guess it would be a motion to reconsider my

23

it would be brought by Mr. Schwartz,

24

dismissal since -- but if 707(a)

25

work to reconsider.

and

to reconsider my

applied,

it doesn't

18
MR. KING:

1

I think we clearly have

2

standing to raise a motion to reconsider under

3

707(b).

4

think it should have been granted on that ground to

5

start with.

6

to reconsider that issue.

7

THE COURT:

Obviously we dropped in a footnote.

We

And we could absolutely ask Your Honor
There's no question.
I do think that we should

8

probably try to build a record on both issues just

9

because I think it would be horrible if it goes all

10

the way up there and it comes back down and it's

11

still not decided.
MR. KING:

12
13

that 707(b)

14

We were concerned about

issue going back and forth as well.
THE COURT:

Right.

And I thought I

15

was doing the efficient thing.

16

messed this case up, when I thought about it.

17

MR. KING:

And I said I think I

We messed it up, Judge.

We

18

should have asked you to do the motion to reconsider

19

first.
MR. SCHWARTZ:

20

21

reason why I requested it,

22
23
24
25

THE COURT:

That was part of the

so if we have to appeal ...
I think we need to have a

full record.
MR. KING:
court correctly,

So if I understand the

I think this would involve both

19
1

briefing and an evidentiary hearing on the facts?

2

THE COURT:

Well, the evidentiary

3

hearing -- you know,

I guess the question I would ask

4

you folks now,

5

under the facts under 707(a).

6

the expenditures, the lifestyle.

7

anything that was totally contested.

8

some strong language used, hyperbole and things like

9

that that Mr. Schwartz denied, like, you know, there

I don't know how much is contested
I mean, his salary,
I'm not aware of
Now there was

10

were statements, and when he went through in the

11

motion to dismiss he tried to answer a number of

12

paragraphs.

13

admit or deny, mostly I think he admitted the facts,

14

but when there was an opinion as to his motive for

15

behaving, what have you, he denied that.

16

know if I really felt that was necessary to ruling

17

under 707(a).

18

level

19

said.

20

who is actually trying to pay some of their debts

21

have that kind of lifestyle.

22

option to go to Chapter 11 because I know that he

23

doesn't have the income to go to a 13.

24

that type of thing, sort of a fairness issue with the

25

knowledge or the feeling and belief that I still hold

And where there were facts he would

I don't

I just simply looked at the salary

you know,

it really came down to what I

I said I would never let a Chapter 13 person

I gave Mr. Schwartz the

It was more

20
1

that 707(a)

says for cause - including.

2

has two sort of technical things.

But,

3

respect Judge Goldgar's analysis.

I respect the

4

other, and I could see the Seventh Circuit maybe

5

going the other way.
MR. KING:

6

Judge,

I mean, it
you know,

I

I think I was

7

suggesting evidentiary in terms of if we are going to

8

ask the court, which we will, under 707(b)

9

reconsider,

to

then there are factual issues --

10

THE COURT:

11

MR. KING:

Yes.
-- we do a pretty -- I'm

12

sorry, extensive 2004 exam, and maybe we should just

13

submit that with the motion.

14

that.

15

necessary, we could then --

16

The court can review

And if you think additional fact finding is

THE COURT:

I don't know.

I don't

17

know.

I may want a full-fledged hearing on it.

18

we're really trying to decide today is are we just

19

going to deal with irreparable harm based on my

20

ruling or are we also going to fold in a hearing on

21

707(b)

22

MR. KING:

23

THE COURT:

What

Our preference -which may moot out, if

24

I rule in favor of you and decide it's a consumer

25

debt,

it may moot out the 707(a)

issue.

21
1

MR. KING:

2

latter,

Judge.

3

on appeal.

We'd rather have one record going up

4

THE COURT:

5

MR.

6

Our preference would be the

I

SCHWARTZ:

agree.
Then we address the

issue of if it's consumer or
THE COURT:

7

I

think the Court of

8

Appeals in particular would be very upset with me

9

allowing this to go up piecemeal.

And like I

said,

10

I'd actually be willing to certify this so that you

11

can skip the district court level.

12

taking some of these.

13

Code that if I

14

disagreement among the judges here, we ought to just

15

bypass the district court and go up to the Seventh

16

Circuit.

17

could speed it up.

18

a good record.

I

There is that provision in the

think it's an open question,

there's a

would be amenable to that so that we
But knowing that, we need to have

19

MR. KING:

20

THE COURT:

21

They have been

We agree.
They'll be upset with all

of us.

22

MR. SCHWARTZ:

Just from a time and

23

expense to all,

I think it makes sense to do that,

24

because it's going to come back.

25

decision out of the way which is going to get sent

Then we'll get a

22
1

back up again.

2

THE COURT:

Well,

you know,

if one of

3

you wins at the district court level, it won't

4

necessarily come back.

5

Seventh Circuit.

6

come back on the one issue,

7

the second issue.

8

get -- I apologize for just ruling on the one issue.

9

I thought I was expediting it.

Somebody may appeal to the

Then it sits there.

Then it may

then it may go back up on

So, you know,

I think we need to

Okay?

And now that I

10

look at it,

11

to kind of get the whole thing decided,

12

try to certify it.

13

I think for everybody's benefit we need

MR. SCHWARTZ:

send it up,

So, Your Honor, based
to respond

14

on that,

I did want to answer the

15

relative to the Finra case as far as what they may or

16

may not --

17

THE COURT:

18

MR.

19

The what case?

SCHWARTZ:

You had a

Finra.

question as to what they would do.
THE COURT:

20

Well,

you know what?

21

We're going to have a hearing on that.

22

understand that there are two sides to this.

Just

23

because the attorneys talk more than you do,

I get

24

it.

25

papers.

I know what your position is.

So I

I read your

And I'm not going to be deciding anything

23
1

today.

Okay?

I want this to be a full-fledged

2

hearing where I get all the facts in so I can do the

3

right thing.

4

there's any way somebody can get a Finra person here

5

to testify,

it would be quite helpful to know how all

6

this works,

instead of me just looking at the regs.

7

Because in a way it's like to determine irreparable

8

harm,

9

it, what will they do.

And I would suggest to people if

I'm trying to figure out how they will decide

10

You know,

the thing that bothers me

11

about that is that,

12

of proof on irreparable harm, but how does he prove

13

how a person will adjudicate something?

14

do adjudicate it against him,

15

view, irreparable harm.

16

yes, Mr. Schwartz has the burden

And if they

it's probably, in my

I know you disagree with me.

Show me

17

those license cases.

But I think losing a job is

18

different from losing a license, especially a license

19

that permits someone to earn a very good level of

20

income.

21

happy to look at it and see where that falls.

So, you may have cases like that and I'm

22

You both did great jobs.

23

is why this thing is, you know,

24

kind of gotten a little interesting.

25

questions.

I mean,

Okay?

Which

kind of gotten messy,
I had some open

the briefs on both sides -- I

24
1

mean, Mr. Schwartz did not so much write like a

2

lawyer, more like a novelist, but I got the points.

3

I got the cases, and I did some of my own research.

4

So I want to congratulate you both on doing a fine

5

job.

6

MR. SCHWARTZ:

7

THE COURT:

Thank you.

It's just, you know, we'll

8

have to go from here.

So,

9

think the parties may want to try to take a little

I don't know -- I would

10

discovery, maybe not.

Because, you know,

remember,

11

we're going to have a hearing where we're going to

12

deal with irreparable harm.

13

some discovery vis-a-vis Finra, or something like

14

that,

15

other than just attaching the ruling, because they

16

have options under those rules.

So you may want to take

and flush that out a little bit more for me

17

MR. KING:

Judge, you actually raise

18

one issue I was going to address with the court in

19

light of the fact that we're going to go forward and

20

address 707(b).

21

his American Express records from American Express.

22

If we could have leave just to serve a subpoena on

23

American Express?

24

just they haven't given him --

25

Mr. Schwartz has been unable to get

He hasn't objected to it.

THE COURT:

Well,

It's

I would give him

25
1

that leave.

2

leave.

I'm mean,

3

4

I'm not sure you really need

MR. RADTKE:

You just file a motion,

2004.

5

THE COURT:

We don't have an

6

adversary,

so it would be a 2004.

7

that I would take this under 9014,

8

matter,

Did I

ever say

like a contested

and allow discovery?

9

MR. KING:

10

THE COURT:

don't recall.

I
I

honestly don't

11

understand why these motions have to be filed.

12

know in the olden days we just issued 2004 notices,

13

but -- okay.

14

order can be attached to it.

15

You

You will need to file a motion so the

The same goes for you if you want to

16

take any discovery, Mr. Schwartz.

17

issue subpoenas, you'll need to file a motion.

18

I

19

in terms of a complaint,

20

the Bankruptcy Code rule says you can take discovery

21

under 9014 sort of like you would in an adversary

22

complaint proceeding.

say 9014,

23

24
25

If you want to
When

that means even though this isn't phrased
it's a contested matter and

MR. SCHWARTZ:

Are there any time bars

to 9014?
THE COURT:

No,

I set the time.

Oh,
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1

you mean for them to respond?

2

MR. RADTKE:

3

THE COURT:

4

MR. RADTKE:

5

10

The motion for 2004 exam,

No, but I thought he was

thinking like for the other side to respond.
MR. RADTKE:

Oh.

You serve a subpoena

on them and they call if they can comply in time or
not.

11

THE COURT:

12

MR. RADTKE:

13

It's what?

THE COURT:

8
9

It's just routine.

is that what you're asking?

6
7

What is it?

What is it normally?
You know,

I don't think

the rule specifies.

14

THE COURT:

I've never had that issue.

15

I never had that issue where I said you must respond

16

in 30 days.

17

will work it out with them.

18

being unreasonable,

19

Normally people will call you up and you
And then if they're

you come and talk to me.

MR. SCHWARTZ:

I did everything in my

20

power in regards to American Express.

21

them do it.

22
23

I've tried.
MR. KING:

I can't make

I gave -We're not suggesting Mr.

Schwartz --

24

THE COURT:

25

MR. KING:

I got that.
We just need the subpoena
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1

to make them do it.

2
3

THE COURT:

They won't do it for you?

Strange.

4

MR. RADTKE:

You just never know.

5

It's difficult.

6

Depending on who you get on the phone.

I go through this all the time.

THE COURT:

7

All right.

I think we

8

need to have some discovery,

9

feel better if you both at least did some Finra

a little bit.

I would

10

discovery and we fleshed it out a little bit so I can

11

rule properly.

12

talked about on 707(b), but you need to bring your

13

motion.

14

to issue a subpoena to American Express.

15

may be bringing a motion to issue subpoenas to Finra.

16

That's all up to you as to what you want to do on it.

So,

You can also take discovery as we

they may be bringing a motion in order

Now,

17

the big point,

18

to be an inexpensive process.

19

long,

this is not going

It's going to be a

drawn-out process.

20
21

Either side

How much money did you get from the
bonus amount?

22

MR. RADTKE:

23

THE COURT:
I

$58,000.
So Mr. Schwartz handed

24

over 58,000.

just hate to see all of that chewed

25

up by everything that's going on here.

It's in limbo

28
I guess -- I

1

now.

Mr. Radtke, he's incurring time.

2

don't want to know what bad blood is going on here,

3

but for some reason I sense bad blood,

4

aren't able to settle on something like this because

5

arguably so much money is going to be spent on this.

6

MR. SCHWARTZ:

7

THE COURT:

8

obviously can't

9

folks,

that people

I already spent it.

Well,

yeah, and I

this is not a slam dunk your way,

and so a lot of money is going to be spent.

10

Sometimes I wonder if people are behaving in a

11

rational business way, but I don't know.

12

demands are unreasonable.

13

know that there's already been $58·,000 turned over,

14

which is a chunk of money.

But I

And are you -- I guess you have other

15
16

I have no idea.

Maybe the

creditors?

But I think you're like 90

17

MR. RADTKE:

18

MR. SCHWARTZ:

19

THE COURT:
you know, boom,

91 percent or so.
93 percent.

By the way,

if this thing

20

would just,

there would be some money

21

there,

22

can't make people settle.

23

interesting case.

24

it, but I'm wondering what's going on in the hallway

25

here.

and that would be a chunk right there.

And I

I find it to be an

I have no issue doing my job on

That's my euphemism for,

you know,

things that
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1

are happening outside the law, what have you.

2

If at any point in time you guys think

3

it would help,

I

just -- I don't normally get

4

involved in settlement conferences because I'm the

5

trier.

6

and they waived everything.

7

and this is kind of contested.

8

to try to help if I

9

bankruptcy judge to do it because I won't take

just had a party ask me to do it anyway,

I

could.

But it's not real good,

I

I mean,

I would like

won't ask another

10

theirs.

11

old day of, back,

12

bankruptcy judges had nothing to do and they were

13

taking mediations from the district court and it kind

14

of became a tradition where we would start to do

15

that.

16

be real happy if I took some other judge's mediation

17

and postponed my work on your case for a year?

18

that's kind of the way I come down to it.

19

first responsibility is to the cases that are before

20

me.

21

then I

22

me.

So it's not fair.

And this comes from an

you know,

years and years ago when

But what I have found,

for example, would you

It does have that side bad thing,

And

I think my

though,

but

can't really go and ask a judge to mediate for

MR. KING:

23

24

it in this case,

25

mediation.

Judge,

if you wanted to do

our client is a huge proponent of

We mediate almost every case we have.
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1

2

THE COURT:

Well,

the only problem is

is that I'm going to be ruling on things --

3

MR. KING:

4

THE COURT:

And that's why.
You know,

parties have to

5

almost waive everything.

6

I don't even know how I would do this one because I

7

would like to take one party alone,

8

not supposed to have ex parte conversations with the

9

judge that -- so I don't even know,

10

waive everything.

11

them.

And then how do you let

and yet you're

they may say we

So I ' l l have to address that with

Let me get through that one.

12

You know,

I'm just concerned about,

13

we've already got a chunk of money there and that

14

would be a start.

15

frittered away, basically.

16

probably trying not to do too much.

17
18

And it's all just going to be

MR. RADTKE:
an observer,

19

I

know Mr. Radtke is

Right now I'm really just

Your Honor.
THE COURT:

Right,

but it's kind of

20

like the case is dismissed right now, but

21

MR. RADTKE:

22

the --

23
24
25

But it really isn't until

THE COURT:

I know.

It's just

bizarre.
MR. RADTKE:

Until the appeal is

31
MR. SCHWARTZ:

1

2

Can you award a partial

disbursement?

3

MR. RADTKE:

I was actually,

if Your

4

Honor was going to rule on that today,

5

think you ought to, but if you were I was going to

6

take out all language directing any payment of

7

anything because I really can't do anything until

8

this case is over,

9

upstairs.

10

and I don't

until there has been decisions

THE COURT:

Right.

See, partial

11

disbursements are -- when we don't know if we have a

12

case or we don't have a case,

13

for the trustee.

14
15

MR. SCHWARTZ:

I mean just more for

his compensation.

16

THE COURT:

17

MR. RADTKE:

18

that's really a problem

of this case,

19

Judge.

Oh, well -I can wait until the end

That's fine with me.

THE COURT:

As long as you're okay

20

with that.

21

happens if there isn't enough -- if the

22

administrative expenses or something happens to get

23

so large it has to be pro rata,

24

things.

25

out and he doesn't have to do too much work, he

you know what

I think he's worried

you have to return

I kind of agree with him.

If he can hold
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1

probably just wants to see how this falls out.

2

could see so much money being churned here.

3

know, Mr. Schwartz may not be spending much because

4

he's representing himself.

5

okay, with a little help from the court.

6

mean,

7

consumer debt and it was a little bit different than

8

what you guys decided to use,

9

and bring it to everyone's attention.

I ' l l admit,

I mean,

But I

You

And so far he's doing

I

Because,

I

just saw this case on a

so I wanted to raise it
I think I sort

10

of agreed to some extent,

11

it.

12

the facts are different.

13

are different on your side too,

14

job to me is not the same as the pulling of a

15

license.

so take a hard at look at

Lawyers are always finding ways around things,

16

But,

MR. SCHWARTZ:

like I say,

the facts

the mere loss of a

So the matter still

17

comes back to the issue of stay.

18

on, continuing to go on in state court which could

19

moot the effectiveness of any appeal.

20

THE COURT:

21

MR. KING:

Matters are going

On collection actions?
Judge,

all we are doing

22

right now,

there's no collection action going on.

23

We're just seeking to confirm the arbitration award.

24

He has opposed that.

25

All that would happen is it turns into a judgment.

He's tried to get it dismissed.
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1

We cannot do anything until there is a judgment in

2

the case.

3
4

MR. SCHWARTZ:

Once there's a

judgment, he can go after-THE COURT:

5

Right.

Well,

the problem

6

is I'd like for them to stand down until we have a

7

hearing, but I really -- until I issue a stay,

8

no control over that.

9

not a simple issue on this thing,

I'm sorry.

I have

That's -- and it's
this irreparable

10

harm thing.

11

know,

12

seems to me like Finra has options.

13

into Finra's head?

You have the burden of proof.

And, you

I find it to be a really difficult thing.

14

It

So I have to get

And I actually believe that right now,

15

and you can change my mind, that if Finra was going

16

to yank his license,

17

Okay?

18

bankruptcy's dismissed,

19

to avail himself of that, he is appealing, maybe

20

reinstatement.

21

I think I would issue a stay.

So I don't know,

they might say okay,

there's no stay, but he tried

So we're not going to do anything.
MR. KING:

And settlement is one of

22

the options as well before Finra,

23

protects his license.

24
25

the

MR. SCHWARTZ:
to try to put it out there.

Judge,

that

Which we've attempted

34
THE COURT:

1

Yeah,

I don't know what
though.

Saying I

2

people's settlement demands are,

3

tried to settle, it's rough because I

4

people of fer a dollar or something meaningful or what

5

their demands are.

6

here.

7

between Barclays and Mr. Schwartz, but it seems to me

8

something's there.

9

just don't think people are totally behaving

don't know if

I understand there's efforts

I don't know.

I

don't know what's going on

But I

could be wrong, because I

10

rationally.

11

you've got a lot to lose here too, Mr. Schwartz.

It has to be on both sides.

12

MR. SCHWARTZ:

13

THE COURT:

I mean,

Yes.

All right.

Do we start discovery?

So what do we

14

do now?

15

the 18th.

16

any 2004 motions?

17

think we should -- everybody needs to get going.

18

I know Mr. Schwartz is anxious to have some decision

19

on the stay.

20

everybody would stand down.

Well, you want to come on the 17th, grant

21
22

25

You have to get that -- and I

We can have a little more time if

MR. SCHWARTZ:

With an agreement to

stand down?

23
24

I'll be here until

MR. KING:
client,

Judge.

I

have to talk to the

It's not my decision.
THE COURT:

You know,

otherwise I'm

And
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1

going to have to really expedite the hearing and not

2

give people enough time to -- I mean, it depends on

3

Mr. Schwartz.

4

until then.

5

we can have everybody prepared and come into the

6

hearing with

I mean, if he says okay,

But if you guys won't stand down so that

MR. SCHWARTZ:

7

8

I can wait

If they can't stand

down -THE COURT:

9

Is there such a thing as a

10

temporary stay?

What I'm trying to do is do

11

something because you may have a time limit.

12

You may have a time limit.

13

And I'm trying to protect the bank as

14

well.

You may have to move forward because of some

15

particular time limit, I don't know, now the case has

16

been dismissed.

17

suppose I could probably stay it.

18

But I don't know if there's a -- I

MR. KING:

I mean,

I could talk to the

19

client, Judge.

20

agreement.

21

judgment is simply -- should have been an uncontested

22

matter.

23

within 90 days.

24
25

We could probably reach some type of

This is -- it's -- converting to a

He didn't object to the arbitration award
I would suggest to the client -THE COURT:

The problem that I see

down the road, one of the reasons why he's fighting,
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1

and it's exactly what he said in his brief, because

2

you folks said he should have to post a bond for

3

appeal.

4

a judgment yet, and that that technically wasn't a

5

requirement.

6

see.

And he pointed out that you guys didn't have

Now I didn't research that or check to

7

MR. KING:

Yeah, but, Judge,

I think

8

the cases that we cited are pretty clear that even if

9

we were trying to collect, which

10

THE COURT:

Well, but wait.

Wait.

11

He's making a distinction, he's saying you've got

12

this arbitration award with Finra, but it hasn't been

13

confirmed yet so it really isn't a judgment.

14

MR. SCHWARTZ:

15

THE COURT:

So,

Okay?

That's correct.
I mean,

I don't know

16

the answer to that.

17

might be fighting it, because if he's trying to stay

18

this thing,

19

to get a stay here and I wasn't in a position to post

20

a bond.

I'd be doing the same thing if I wanted

21

If I have to have an expedited hearing

22

when I get back,

23

won't be ready.

24

25

But I could certainly see why he

I'll have it, but maybe the parties

MR. KING:
Judge.

But that's an option also,

If he's required to post a bond,

it protects
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1

us and we don't need to move forward with collection.

2

That's the whole purpose of a supersedes bond.
MR. SCHWARTZ:

3
4

so ...

5

THE COURT:

6

MR. KING:

7

THE COURT:

8

MR. KING:

9

10

Debtor has no means,

another option to Mr.

If he's required.
Correct.
That's the issue.
But I'm saying that's

Schwartz and the court.

And

it's not something he's offered up here either.

11

I get it, but he may or

THE COURT:

12

may not have the funds.

13

judgment yet.

14

trying to get confirmed.

15

think he's trying to stop it.

16

strategically.

17

say -- I didn't read your cases about the supersedes

18

bond.

19

requirement here in the local rules if there's a

20

judgment and what have you.

21

requirement if there's a judgment,

that if he does

22

come in with a bond,

I have to stay it.

23

Which is another option.

24

out.

25

could get this stayed.

But you don't have a

You have an arbitration award you're
I'm only explaining why I
It makes sense

You may be able to come back and

I know the general requirements.

I know the

There's a local rule

it's stayed.

That's what counsel pointed

If you could somehow come up with a bond,
I don't know what they

you
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1

charge.

I mean -- and the bond,

2

the amount too.

3

is.

4

just the amount.

our local rule sets

And I don't remember exactly what it

I don't think it's three times.

5

MR. RADTKE:

6

THE COURT:

I think it's

I'm not sure, Judge.
Without looking at it

7

lately,

I think it's just the amount of the debt with

8

a little -- I could be wrong.

9

those things for a percentage.

You know,

you can get

Of course, as we all

10

know,

11

going to be paying the full amount of the debt to the

12

bonding company.

13

probably would not want a stay versus that,

14

takes his chances --

if he posted a bond and he loses,

15
16

So I don't think

MR. SCHWARTZ:

then he's

I think he
he just

I have no means to

secure a bond.

17

THE COURT:

18

money.

19

status.

20

any discovery you want to get started, try to get it

21

done before I leave because I'm going to grant -- you

22

know,

23

before me than an emergency judge.

24

those are emergencies.

25

He has his bonus.

The trustee's got his

But like I said,

Okay?

So we need to set a

try to get your motions,

I'm familiar with the case.

MR. SCHWARTZ:

I'd rather you be
And I don't think

Are we talking about
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1

irreparable harm or are we also going to

2

THE COURT:

We're talking about

3

everything.

Get everything going.

There's going to

4

be one hearing, Mr. Schwartz.

5

things out, but this is for the benefit of everybody.

We'll separate the

6

MR. KING:

7

2004 by the 16th, Judge, next Tuesday?
THE COURT:

8
9

10

Yes, because you want to

get them before me to get the process started.

I'm

going to be gone for two-and-a-half weeks.

MR. KING:

11
12

out of the country myself,

13

through the 27th.

14
15

You said motions for the

I'm actually going to be
Judge,

THE COURT:

Well,

from the 13th

you can come before

then.

16

MR. KING:

That's what I'm saying,

17

we'll get it in by the 16th so it will be done before

18

you leave.

19

THE COURT:

And I ' l l be granting, you

20

know,

unless something's crazy, obviously I don't

21

think that will be the case, I'll be granting those

22

motions.

So get the process started.

23

What's happening in state court,

24

trying to get it confirmed?

25

that.

I mean,

I

I can't do much about

could have a hearing today and
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1

decide whether to give you a stay or not, but you've

2

got the burden of proof on irreparable harm.

3

throwing out these questions and telling you that

4

you're the one that has to convince me it's going to

5

happen.

6

you this, that even if you don't get your stay,

7

will certify this appeal up to the Seventh Circuit.

8

So you will skip a level.

So that's tough,

Now,

9

you know.

And I'm

And I will tell
I

I don't have any control over

10

whether they take it, but they have been pretty much

11

taking things where there's disagreement among the

12

bankruptcy judges and it's certified.

13

at least give you a little bit of relief if you don't

14

get what you want.

15

So,

16

let's set a status.

So that will

When do you

guys want to come back?

17

MR. KING:

If we have the discovery

18

motions presumably granted no later than the 16th, 30

19

days for discovery,

20

subpoenas out.

21
22

Judge?

THE COURT:

that's to get the

It's going to be hard to

get people with subpoenas to respond.

23

MR. KING:

24

THE COURT:

25

I mean,

Plus it's the holidays.
You're probably still

going to have, especially with the holidays, you're
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1

probably still going to have issues.
MR. SCHWARTZ:

2

3

Is there nothing we can

do to --

4

THE COURT:

I don't know how I have

5

any authority to stop it.

I wish they would stand

6

down.

7

wish they would stand down so we could get this

8

hearing done without -- because what it's going to do

9

is it's going to force me to have to have a hearing

I have indicated my preference to the bank.

10

very quickly.

11

you all would prefer to be ready.

12

no more than just give my preference.

13

any legal basis.

14

I would prefer to be ready.

MR.

SCHWARTZ:

I

I think

I think I can do
I don't have

I guess my question to

15

the court is because we are currently dismissed, am I

16

still currently in the time period to file my appeal.

17
18

THE COURT:

You're still okay because

I haven't awarded fees yet.

19

MR.

SCHWARTZ:

Does that -- does stay

20

pending appeal -- I guess put the cart before the

21

horse.

22

THE COURT:

23

MR.

Yeah.

SCHWARTZ:

And the whole issue of

24

irreparable harm, we're arguing about it?

25

going to happen.

That's
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THE COURT:

1

That's right.

I'm sorry,

2

but that's -- you know,

3

had to rule today, Mr. Schwartz,

4

your stay because I can't figure out what would

5

actually happen to you,

6

proof.

7

time period,

8

elevated, quick hearing,

9

to come down to that for me because I

10

I cannot -- you have -- if I
you would not get

and you have the burden of

So while I understand you don't like this
I'm trying to explain if we have an
it's your burden and it has
can't tell what

Finra would do.
I'm not convinced that your license

11

12

would be pulled.

13

And they're saying even if that's the case,

14

irreparable harm.

15

I agree with that.

16

You have to convince me of that.
it's not

And I'm telling them I'm not sure

MR. KING:

Judge, perhaps we could

17

condition something on some kind of notice from Finra

18

because Finra's known about this for three months.

19

They've known the case has been dismissed for three

20

months.

21

he's given to this court.

22

what's going on.

23

without --

24
25

He's served them with copies of everything
Finra is well aware of

Finra can't suspend his license

THE COURT:

Well,

you know,

if you

guys could go to Finra and get Finra to hold off
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1

until it's finally decided, we don't need to have a

2

hearing.

3

MR. KING:

What I was going to

4

suggest, Judge, Finra isn't going to do anything

5

summarily.

6

they're going to do.

7

something that Finra's going to do something, then we

8

can address it at that time whether we can just agree

9

to stand down, maybe the stay goes in place, maybe

10

not.

We're going to get notice of anything
And if we get notice from

But Finra is not doing anything, Judge.

11

MR. SCHWARTZ:

12

within the rule for defense.

13
14

MR. KING:

Because we're still

Which means that nothing's

going to happen then on appeal.

15

THE COURT:

Well,

I don't know.

He's

That's another good

16

got a motion for stay right now.

17

point, though, could there be a way that the two of

18

you work together and talk to Finra and see if they

19

would stand down during the course of

20

MR. KING:

21

THE COURT:

Absolutely, Judge.
Then I wouldn't have to

22

give the stay.

And I know you might not like that

23

because they can move forward on the judgment.

24

my -- I'm sorry, but they're right on the law about

25

just proceeding to collect a judgment is not

But
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1

irreparable harm.

So your point is your license pull

2

with me, that's what's irreparable harm.

3

says we're not going to do anything until this appeal

4

is finally decided,

5

your stay.

6

it decided.

If Finra

you're probably not going to get

But you're going to get to go up and have

7

MR. SCHWARTZ:

Except for the point

8

that then they will have a judgment and I will be

9

unable to get the bond.

10

THE COURT:

11

you -- well,

12

a stay pending appeal.

Right.

And I just told

you don't need a bond if you don't have

13

MR. KING:

Judge, we will contact

14

Finra and say we do not want this gentleman's license

15

suspended.

16

to stay the status quo on this.

17

thing we want.

18

That's not in our best interest.

THE COURT:

That's the last

I think you need to -- you

19

know,

20

it -- I hate you guys let me be his lawyer.

21

want to enter my appearance on behalf of Mr.

22

Schwartz.

23

forth here.

I'm not even sure because when one thinks about

24

25

We want

I'm just trying to be rhetorical back and

But, you know,
a judgment.

I don't

it's not an appeal from

This is not an appeal from a judgment, a
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money judgment.

This is an appeal from a dismissal

2

of a bankruptcy.

3

bond,

So it may not require a supersedeas

one way or another.
Judge,

MR. KING:

4

I'm sort of thinking

mentioned earlier that one of the

5

outside the box.

6

ways to keep Finra from suspending the license is a

7

settlement.

8

temporary settlement with respect to not moving

9

forward on anything on appeal.

I

There may be a way we can reach a

Finra would have to

10

keep his license in place.

11

settlement agreement between the parties.

12

it to that narrow issue, don't suspend his license,

13

that's part of our settlement agreement, while this

14

case makes its way through the Seventh Circuit,

15

wherever it's going.

16

that.

17

settlement agreement, but I

I

I

I

mean,

if there's a
We limit

think Finra would be bound by

think they'll do it without having a

18

THE COURT:

think we can bind
I

would strongly encourage

19

you to do that because you get to work with them on

20

that.

21

irreparable harm.

22

difficult to do.

23

harm based on the fact that they're going forward on

24

their judgment.

25

argument, because I don't think my dismissal of your

Because you have the burden of proof on this
And I think it's going to be
You're not going to get irreparable

But I

just think I gave you another
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1

bankruptcy is a money judgment, that the appeal law

2

requires a bond.

3

may disagree,

Okay?

Ah, they may disagree.

I don't know.

4

What do you think, Mr. Radtke?

5

MR. KING:

6

MR. RADTKE:

7

from a final order,

I

It's a final order.
Cases where I've appealed

haven't put up a bond.

THE COURT:

8

They

Right, because it's not

9

like I enter a judgment in favor of Barclay's Bank in

10

the amount of half a million dollars and that's being

11

appealed.

12

sure a bond is required.

It's I

13

dismissed the case.

So I'm not

So I think that through our

14

discussions,

15

avoid -- now we may have to still do some 707(b)

16

stuff,

17

this could go a long way if we could get Finra to

18

stand down.

19

I think this would be a wonderful way to

I don't know.

We could talk about that, but

MR. KING:

I still think it makes

20

sense to address the 707(b) because I

21

right,

22

want to see part of this come up and the other part

23

come up -- I don't think that's

24

25

think you're

spot on, the appellate court is not going to

THE COURT:

--

We could certainly cut out

the messiest part of the hearing.
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MR. KING:

2

THE COURT:

3

I agree.
Just so Mr. Schwartz

understands.
Mr. Schwartz, I

4

think you've got it.

5

The only basis upon which you're going to get a stay

6

is if I

7

going to be yanked.

8

they are continuing in state court to get their

9

judgment confirmed.

decide that you have proven your license is
It's not going to be because

10

MR. SCHWARTZ:

11

THE COURT:

12

you, and I

13

an out on that.

14

While that's a worry to

understand that,

MR. KING:

Understood.

I

think I

just gave you

Why don't we set the 16th

15

for status as well,

16

can between now and the 16th to either get something

17

from Finra in writing, even if it's just an email

18

saying they're not going to do anything.

19

that would go a long way towards allowing this court

20

to determine how much time you need for the

21

arguments, how much time we need.

22

really -- that's sort of setting the course.

23
24
25

Judge?

THE COURT:

We'll do everything we

I

think

I think that would

Can you both come back

December 16th at 10:30?
MR. KING:

I cannot, but Mr. Coleman
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1

will.

2

MR. COLEMAN:

3

THE COURT:

4

I believe so.
Why don't we set it for

11:00?

5

We have something at 11:00?

6

Let's set it at 10:30.

Hopefully

7

you'll just be able to report something to me.

8

if not, we'll have to get a status date.

9

your discovery, go ahead and probably do your

And

But I think

10

discovery.

But I think Finra should understand, and

11

I think that's a good -- talking like a lawyer, good

12

leverage like, hey, we're about to take a bunch of

13

discovery on you and ask your people your opinions

14

about this.

15

agree to stand down during the appeal.

All that can be avoided if you just

16

MR. KING:

17

THE COURT:

I agree,

Judge.

That might work.

I think

18

you need to try to work with -- if you can, Mr.

19

Schwartz.

20

what you really want, you don't want your license

21

yanked until you get a hearing on the merits here.

22

I think it's in your best interest because

MR. SCHWARTZ:

Well,

I'm not concerned

23

about losing my licenses during the appeal process.

24

I'm still within the rule 9554 defense during

25

while I'm still in the appeals process.
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THE COURT:

1

2

But then you don't have

any irreparable harm.

3

MR. SCHWARTZ:

4

outside court may moot that.

5

THE COURT:

Activities going on

You kind of just talked

6

yourself right into a box.

7

your license is not going to be yanked during the

8

appeal, and that your only concern is that they're

9

going forward.

And I'm telling you that's not

10

irreparable harm.

11

where we are?

12

What you just said is

After all this discussion,

is that

I ' l l let you come back on the 16th

13

before I rule this morning, but I think you just

14

talked yourself out of the stay.

15

they won't yank your license during the appeal

16

process.

17

to talk with Finra.

Check it again.

18

MR. KING:

19

THE COURT:

I

You're telling me

still think you all have

will contact them.

I

I hate when people who are

20

r~presenting

21

I'm not going to stop the collection over there.

22

Okay?

23
24
25

themselves say stuff like that.

See you on the 16th.
MR. KING:

Okay?

Let's do it at 10:30.

Thank you so much, Your

Honor.
MR. SCHWARTZ:

Thank you, Your Honor.
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1

2

MR. RADTKE:

You'll carry the fee

application along with that?

3

THE COURT:

4

(Which were all the proceedings had in

5

the above-entitled cause, December 04,

6

2014, 10:30 a.m.)

7
8
9

10
11

12

13
14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21
22

23
24
25

We'll keep carrying it.

I, JACKLEEN DE FINI, CSR, RPR, DO HEREBY CERTIFY
THAT THE FOREGOING IS A TRUE AND ACCURATE
TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS HAD IN THE ABOVEENTITLED CAUSE.
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Michael Schwartz

mall.com>

Retaliation
2 messages

Michael Schwartz~il .com>
Fri, Apr 22, 2016 at 9:32 AM
To: "Vo, Kristine" <~Carey, David" <David.Carey@finra.org>
Cc: "Cook, Christopher" <Christopher.Cook@finra.org>, "Wegener, Ed" <Edward.Wegener@finra.org>, "Reynolds, Courtney''
<Courtney.Reynolds@flnra.org>, John Castiglione <John.Castiglione@ag.ny.gov>, "Shipley, John"
<John.Shipley@bankofengland.co.uk>, "Roth, Julie" <julie.roth@ny.frb.org>, Whistle <Whistle@fca.org.uk>, PRA Whistle
Blowing <PRAwhistleblowing@bankofengland.co.uk>, "O'Malley, Sean" <Sean.OMalley@ny.frb.org>, "Landy, Katherine"
<katherine.landy@ny.frb.org>, "Paggl, Terry A."<PaggiT@sec.gov>
Ms. Vo,

As these documents are dated 1/16/15 and 4/9/15 (more than a year old), respectively, do you not find it the least bit odd
as to the timing of these documents being forwarded to your attention?

As Messrs. Carey and Cook are aware, there are multiple ongoing investigations into the matters which I have brought
forward, most of which being originated between 211/16 and 3/1/16. As has been known all along, this is not about
money or my failure to perform. This has always been about retaliation and impugning my credibility as a~
How exactly would Barclays expect to collect on the money judgment you reference below If I am unable t~
only industry I know and have any experience in? This action is just the latest in a long string of
retaliation,
which you have just allowed FINRA to play an enabling role in.

Regards,

Michael Schwartz
(312) 533-9111

From: Vo, Kristine [mailto:Kristine.Vo@finra.org)
Sent: Friday, April 22, 2016 9:45 AM
To: Michael Schwartz
mail.com>; Carey, David <David.Carey@finra.org>
Cc: Cook, Christopher <Chrislopher.Cook@finra.org>; Wegener, Ed <Edward.Wegener@finra.org>; Reynolds, Courtney
<Courtney.Reynolds@flnra.org>
Subject: RE: 12-02453 Barclays Capital Inc. vs. Michael Schwartz

Dear Mr. Schwartz:

On April 11, Barclay's attorney forwarded the attached two orders entered by Judge Cohen of the Circuit Court of Cook
County, IL confirming the award. Although you filed motions to dismiss the petition to confirm the award, those motions
were denied. Moreover, the Court specifically noted that you never moved to vacate the award and would have no legal
basis for doing so. (See, Mem & Op, Sec. Ill.). The second document is an Order entered by Judge Cohen granting
Barclays certain interest and attorneys' fees in connection with its efforts to confirm the award Including, but not limited
to, successfully obtaining a dismissal of the bankruptcy proceeding though which Mr. Schwartz sought a discharge from
his obligation to pay the arbitration award.
https://mail.google.com/rnaill?ui=2&ik=33559dcf5f&vlew=pt&q=david.carey%40finra.org&qs=true&search=query&th= 1543e99ca3d8ade7&siml=1543e...
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Best regards,

Kristine Vo
Specialist, Case Administration
FINRA Office of Dispute Resolution
One Liberty Plaza
165 Broadway, 27th Fl.
New York, NY 10006
Tel: (212) 858-4106

From: Michael Schwartz

Sent: Friday, April 22,

mail.com]

2016 10:38 AM

To: carey, David
Cc: Cook, Christopher; Vo, Kristine; Wegener, Ed; Reynolds, Courtney; Langley, Malia
Subject: 12-02453 Barclays capital Inc. vs. Michael Schwartz

Importance:

High

Mr. Carey,

In the message below you stated that FINRA would only re-institute suspension proceedings against me upon the
request of Barclays, and that as of 3/10/16 Barclays had made no such request. Can you please provide the date upon
which Barclays made such a request that my association with any FINRA member firm be terminated? I am today in
receipt of correspondence from FINRA that my suspension will be effective on May 12, 2016.

This detail will be important in determining how I may proceed in responding.

Sincerely,

Michael Schwartz
(312) 533-9111

From: Carey, David [mailto:David.Carey@finra.org]
Sent: Thursday, March 10, 2016 12:43 PM
To: Michael Schwartz
Cc: Cook, Christopher< nstop er. ook@ nra.org>
Subject: 12-02453 Barclays Capital Inc. vs. Michael Schwartz

https:/lmail.google.comfmailn ui=2&ik=33559dcf5f&view=pt&q=david.carey%40finra.org&qs=true&search=query&th=1543e99ca3d8ade7&siml=1543e...
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Dear Mr. Schwartz:

Thank you for your emails concerning your failure to pay the award issued against you in this case. As you know, Rule
9554 permits FINRA to suspend the registration of any firm or broker that falls to comply with a FINRA arbitration award.
FINRA will stay suspension proceedings only when there is a vafid legal basis for award nonpayment, including
circumstances when brokers file for bankruptcy protection. In this matter, however, we understand that a court has
recently dismissed your bankruptcy petition. Accordingly, FINRA will re-institute suspension proceedings against you for
award non-payment upon request of the prevailing party. To date, FINRA has not received such a request.

In the meantime, we would strongly encourage you to seek a resolution of this matter with the prevailing party.
Separately, and further to your request that FINRA investigate this matter, please be advised that we have copied Chris
Cook of the FINRA Ombudsman's office above. I understand that you have already communicated with Mr. Cook.

You may also contact me if you should have further questions.

Very truly yours,

David Carey

Confidentiality Notice:: This email, including attachments, may include non-public, proprietary, confidential
or legally privileged infonnation. If you are not an intended recipient or an authorized agent of an intended
recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of the information
contained in or transmitted with this e-mail is unauthorized and strictly prohibited. If you have received this
email in error, please notify the sender by replying to this message and permanently delete this e-mail, its
attachments, and any copies of it immediately. You should not retain, copy or use this e-mail or any
attachment for any purpose, nor disclose all or any part of the contents to any other person. Thank you.

Wegener, Ed <Edward.We ener
To: Michael Schwartz

Fri, Apr 22, 2016 at 9:49 AM

Your message
To: Wegener, Ed

Subject: ~ Retaliation

Sent: F~2016 11:32:04 AM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada)

was read on Friday, April 22, 2016 11:48:37 AM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada).
Confidentiality Notice:: This email, including attachments, may indude non-public, proprietary, confidential or legally
privileged information. If you are not an intended recipient or an authorized agent of an Intended recipient, you are hereby
notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of the information contained in or transmitted with this e-mail is
unauthorized and strictly prohibited. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender by replying to this
message and permanently delete this e-mail, its attachments, and any copies of it immediately. You should not retain,
copy or use this e-mail or any attachment for any purpose, nor disclose all or any part of the contents to any other person.
Thank you.

https:/lmall.google.com/mailnul=2&lk=33559dcf5f&vlew=pt&q=davld.carey%40finra.org&qs=lrue&search=query&th= 1543e99ca3d8ade7&slml= 1543e...
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Trying to Avoid Repaying a Forgivable Loan? No
hiding in bankruptcy!
By Nathan Lamb on August 28, 2015

As an attorney that prosecutes non-payment of forg ivable loan claims on behalf of BDs, I find these cases
typically go one of two ways. In one case, the departed RR raises a series of frivolous counterclaims to try to get
out from paying what is, on its face, usually a clear cut breach of contract and then the RR loses. In other cases,
the deparled-RR raises a series of fiivolous counterclaims to try to get out from paying what is, on its face, usually
a clear cut breach of contract claim, loses, AND then declares banla-uptcy to try to get the debt owed to the BD
discharged.

Bankruptcy is always a risk to any litigation and most firms appreciate that risk when filing a note claim.
Sometimes the principle is worth enforcing even if the firm thinks the RR won't have sufficient funds to satisfy
the judgment.
What if, though, the RR tries to make himself eligible for bankruptcy protection by spending at a rate that far
exceeds his income and smings levels after an arbitration panel decides against him. Them, when the money is
gone, he can declare bankruptcy thumbing his nose at the firm, right? Is the firm left with no recourse?
Saturday morning college football ESPN GameDay host Lee Corso has a famous catch-phrase that applies to this
situation .
Not so fast, my friend!
Well, I'm not sure Barclays Capital Inc. would call its ex-RR, Michael Schwartz, a friend, but I think the concept is
right.
This week, the 7th Circuit issued a decision affinning the dismissal of Mr. Schawartz's bankruptcy petition fi led
after Mr. Schwartz and his wife tried to spend their way into bankruptcy following an adverse arbitration
award. The ruling sends a clear signal that manufacturing a bankruptcy to walk away from a forgivable loan
won't work.
We here are particularly happy about the result because the case was handled by Ulmer & Berne partner. Pat
King.
Well done Pat!
http:/twww.bdlawcomer.com/2015/08/lrying-to-avoid-repaying-a-forgivable-loan-no-hiding-in-bankruptcy/
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A full news story of detailing the case and decision can be found here: Chicago Daily Law Bulletin - High living
dooms bankruptcy petition
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